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Many a successful man owes a large part of his
prosperity to the economy and tact of his wife.
but how often does lie acknowledge or repay the

Now on the question of a new parlor suit you
that a woman's instinct is
right. A woman's guess on this question is bet~^ mMHjggmmmmmmm'
ter than a man's certainty. Ergo, let your wife
have here a free hand to buy when and what she wisely chooses.
We are showing some very inexpensive and exceedingly beautiful sets in
silk damask. The different pieces are now all in one color ;at least, on the best
suits. The line of the seat is concaved and the front is richly draped.
(
Bear in mind that in parlor furniture we can save you more money than in any
other kind. Canal street prices make sweeping reductions here.
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have an unsurpassed record of over sixty years. " Honest pianos at honest
prices " has been our motto. We can save you $100.00 on a piano. You

£

buy directof the manufacturerand save all profits of middlemen. We will £
give a free trial of any piano from our immense stock. Will furnish a beau- M
tiful stool and scarf with each piano and pay all expenses of freight, teaming, etc. If you don't like the instrument you may return it without incur- D
ring any expense whatever. Could any offer be fairer ? Send for our handsome piano catalogue. A postal card may save you one hundred dollars,

PIANO CO.
A\cPHAIL
754 WASHINGTON STREET., BOSTON. E

Opposite Hollis street
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ECCLESIASTICAL ITEMS.

Thk Augustinian Fathers of Lawrence
report good progress at the fair which is
being held for the benefit of their
churches in that city.
A bazaar in aid of the Free Home for
Consumptives is being held this week in
Horticultural Hall, under the auspices
of the Young Ladies' Charitable Association.
A new church,to cost $20,000, is about
to be erected by the parishioners of St.
Adelbert's Church, New York City, of
whom the Rev. Stanislaus J. Nowak is

pastor.
The Pope has sent his special blessing
and sympathy to the Sisters of Nazareth
and their charges in South Africa, as
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the new parish will be held in National
Hall. The Hey. Father Bergeron of Fairfield, Me., has been appointed to take
charge of the new parish.

Quincy is to be divided into two
parishes, and St. Mary's of West Quiiicy
will have a pastor of its own. The Key.
Ambrose F. Roche of Hingham will take
charge ofthe new parish after Christmas.
The new parochial school building
erected by the St. Joseph Catholic parish
ofEynnon Green street, adjoining the
.lial residence, was dedicated last
p»»
week. The building is known as the St.
Joseph Institute.

Shine comes quick?looks best and lasts longest?always was
and is the best polish?never cakes on the stove.
ALSO IN PASTE FORM?"SUN PASTE STOVE POLISH."

Healy was present, attended by the
The Rev. Benjamin F. DeCosta, D. I).,
Thomas H. Wallace and Thomas
Revs.
who in September last resigned the ProtF. Butler of Lewiston. In the sancestant Episcopal ministry, was received tuary were many priests of the diocese
into the Catholic Church, at the and neighborhood. Very Hey. Michael
Academy of the Sacred Heart, New- C.
O'Brien, Y. G., preached the eulogy.
York, last Sunday.
Most Rev. John J. Keane, first rector
Bishop Harkins of Providence was
of the Catholic University, preached at
present at the solemn high Mass of the cathedral,
this city, last Sunday in
requiem over the remains of Mayor
of the Catholic University at
the
interest
Cronin of Pawtucket, R. 1., which was Washington. He remained in Boston
celebrated last Tuesday in St. Mary's during the week, and on Wednesday
Church of that city.
evening addressed the John Boyle
O'Reillv Reading Circle on the "Soul of
McThe new St. Mary's Church at
Art."
Gregorville, N. H., was dedicated on
The will of the late Patrick Callaghan
Bradley
of
Thanksgiving Day. Bishop
Manchester officiated, and the Rev. M. of Poughkeepsie, N. V., leaves $175,SoD. Summa, O. P., of Lewiston, Me., -000 in all to the following legatees
ciety for the Protection of Roman Cathpreached the dedicatory sermon.
olic Children ; Ursuline Convent, Mor_Rev. John B. Hesuelein, the oldest risania, N. Y. ; Foundling Asylum of
member of the Redemptorist order in the Sisters of Charity, New York ; Home
of the Good Shepherd, New York, and
the United States, died recently at the St. Mary's Church, Poughkeepsie.
rectory of St. Peter's Church, PhiladelA class in cooking has been started
phia, in his seventy-eighth year. His
death was due to the infirmities of old at the Home of the Gray Nuns, 89
Union Park street, Boston. A graduate
age.
of the Boston Cooking School will be
Right Rev. BishopTheoi'HlLE Meersthe efficient instructor. Demonstration
chaert, vicar-apostolic of the Indian Terlessons commencing Thursday, Dec. 7,
ritory,paid a visit to Holy Cross College, will begin at 7.80 p. u. Course of twelve
Worcester, on Tuesday morning and ad- lessons, with reserved seats, $2.50.
Single admission to each lesson, twentydressed thestudents. Bishop Meerschaert five
cents.
has recently returned from Rome, where
A
most cheering and edifying opening
he had an audience with Pope Leo XIII.
incident of the Advent season was the
It is announced that the Institute of receiving of Holy Communion, on SunFrance has offered twenty thousand day last, in the private chapel of Boston
francs for the best work on St. Francis College, by one hundred members of the
and his order. The work must be in sodality of college graduates. A brief
French, either as the original or trans- and pertinent address was made by Father Richards, the spiritual director,and
lated language, and it must be put in the spirited
singing of the closing hymn,
before December, 1902.
"Holy God, we Praise Thy Name," by
body of stalwart men, was
Sir Francis Clery, who is serving in the whole
most stimulating and elevating. The
the British army in South Africa, is a Fathers of the College provided breakCatholic. He was born in Ireland, and fast for the communicants.
educated under the Jesuit Fathers at
For the week ending Nov. .'iO, 9 chilClongowes. He served in the Zulu war
dren?2
boys and 7 girls?were received
and in Egypt, where he was chief of the
Home for Destitute Catholic
into
the
188(>
to 1888.
start'from
Children ; 9 boys and 10 girls were reBaron D'Este, of St. Louis, son-in-law stored to relatives. Remaining in the
of the late General Harney, renounced Home Nov. 30 : 211 children 128 boys
Protestantism on the 4th inst. and was and 83 girls. The following subscriptions
admittedto the Roman Catholic Church and donations have been received for
in the chapel of the Visitation, of that the week : Rev. John Flatley and Rev.
city, by Rev. James J. Sullivan, S. J., of L. J. O'Toole, $50 each; Mr. James Duffy,
$25; Mrs. P. O'Riordan, $20; Friend,
the St. Louis University. Baron D'Este (J. T. N.), $1; from Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Dorsey, New London, Conn., donation
was an Episcopalian.
of candy to supply all the children ;
of
chapel
of
the
new
Tub corner-stone
from school children, grades 7 and 1,
St. Jerome's Church, Holyoke, Mass., to Holliston, Mass., 1 barrel of vegetables ;
be known as St. Patrick's Chapel, was from Miss Maud L. Browne, Milton,
1 bushel of pears ; Mr. J. J. Donlaid on Thursday of last week. Bishop Mass.,
nelly, 2 turkeys. Donations of money,
Beaven officiated and also celebrated clothing, stores, or any articles useful to
pontifical high Mass. The sermon was the children or in the Home are respectpreached by the Rev. James Coyle, fully solicited.
pastor of St. Mary's, Taunton.
The Particular Council of the Society
of St. Vincent dc Paul announces that
With simple ceremony the body of the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass will be
Father John C. Drumgoole, founder of offered for the Society on Sunday, Dec.
the Mission of the Immaculate Virgin of 10, each Conference to arrange for its
as heretofore. The general
Mount Loretto, S. 1.,was last week trans- celebration
meeting will be held in the afternoon at
ferred from a grave in the Mission Cemthree o'clock, in the hall of the Catholic
etery, where it has reposed for eleven Union, Washington street and Woryears, to a chapel recently erected in
the grounds of the institution.

also has Cardinal Ledochowski, Prefect
of the Propaganda.
In his will the late Vice-President
Hobart bequeathed to St. Joseph's Hospital, Paterson, N. ,L, $0,000, and to St.
Joseph's Orphan Asylum, of the same
The month's mind of the Rev. John
city, a similar amount.
O'Brien, late pastor of St. Mary's
In St. Joseph's Church, Biddeford, Church, Bath, Me., was held last MonMe., last Sunday, the Rev. Father Du- day. Solemn requiem Mass was celepont read a letter from Bishop Healy of brated by the Rev. Eugene M. O'CallaPortland, announcing a division of the ghan,P.R., of Portsmouth, N.H.,assisted
parish. There are 10,000 members in the by the Rev. J. B. Sekengerof Brunswick,
parish at the present time. Until the Me., as deacon, and Rev. J. P. Nelligan
new church is completed, the services of of Hallowell, as sub-deacon. Bishop

:

cester square, entrance from Worcester
square.
Every man ought to read and acknowledge the quiet arraignment of the Paine
Furniture Company in another column.
Few men are willing to acknowledge the
great debt that their prosperity owes to the
economy and tact of the wife. When a man
admits this he ought to cheerfully admit
the other part of the proposition, and let
his wife decide the few things which come
so entirely out of his province.

How's This !
We offer One Hundred Dollar.- tieward for
any case of Catarrh that can not be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have, known F. .1.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business tran«ae
tlons and financially able to carry out any
obligation made by their firm.
Wert & Truax.
Wholesale DruK«lsts, Toledo,!).
WALOTHO, KINNAN & M4RVTN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo. ().
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Price, 75c. per bottle.
Sold bvall Druererists. Testimonial* trm

.
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gifts
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Before you huy a present send a postal
card request for our special catalogues of
They are full of suggestions for
mu»ic.
presents for singers, pianists, violinist*,
flutists, guitarists, mandolinists, banjoists,
and music lovers.
Be sure that you mention the voice or instrument/or which music is wanted.
Catalogu s are sent free.

The Latest Music by
Emi.ent American Composers.
We solicit Orders for all Musical Publications.

OLIVER lltsON CO.
MUSIC

PUBLISHERS.
--

-

BOSTOV
OLIVER DITSON COMPANY,
CHAS. H. DITSON & COMPANY, NEW YOKK
COMPANY,
J. E. DITSON &
PHILADELPHIA

?

Organs
Ch.
JSfc
|rW\
Hastings P
l| OOK &

We have sold GOOD
China. Isn't that the
KIND YOU WANT?

abram

Trench go.,

89-91-93 Franklin Street,

-

Boston, Mass.
Corner Devonshire,
78 Years a China Store.

CHRISTMAS SALE.

We call your attention to our'Christinas
Sale of

Lace and Linen Albs and Surplices.
Stoles, Pyx Cases,

Rabbi's, Fancy Scapulars and Altar Laces.

THE MISSES PATTERSON,

18 BOYLSTON ST., Room 12. BOSTON.
BEWARE OF CHEAP SUBSTITUTIONS

wo.

BOSTON, NEW YORK.
ill § |8I PHILAI)ELPHIA
CHICAGO.
P
genuine imported are Silver CoHted
jiUlliiiuiJI Main Office & Works at Kendal' Green, Mass, i Theand
- rfffflW
" Blaud " stamped on each PHI.
Sl«s.

druggist*
Latest Improvements. Fair Price*. | E. FOUQERA & CO., N. Y. All
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WTehk'sNews.
President McKinley's message
The President's was sent to the Fifty-Sixth ConMessage.
gress on Tuesday, and proved to
be a long and important document. It comes out strongly for the gold standard,
but it is largely taken up with Porto Rican, Cuban
and Philippine ali'airs. The chief magistrate simply
repeats the views which he enunciated from so many
platforms the past summer. He believes in holding
the Philippines forever as subject colonies he holds
out vague promises of home rule in a limited measure
at some future time to the Porto Ricans, and he declares that we must keep Cuba in trust until its people learn how to govern themselves. Hawaii and the
Philippines, he thinks, should be connected by cable
with this country. He endorses the Secretary of War's
plea for more ships, and favors the maintenance of a
larger standing army. These questions overshadow
all domestic ones in the message, but the latter are
not altogether forgotten, the satisfactory condition of
the treasury and the work of the other departments
are recapitulated from the messages of the several
secretaries. The message is certainly an important
document, whatever opinion may be entertained of
its strength and statesmanlikecharacter.
Very little definite information
From South Africa. has comefrom South Africa during the past week. General
Methuen was not able to begin his advance from Modder river towards Kimberley until the beginning of

;

cal authorities. Although President Zelaya was
formerly popular with the Nicaraguan masses, the
edict of expulsion is regarded as harsh in the extreme ;
and the President's political opponents are improving
the present occasion to the utmost.
As a result of the protest made to
Chinese In Our Secretary Hay by Wu Ting Fang,
colonies.
the Chinese Minister, Secretary
Root has sent instructions to
General Otis in Manila to strictly observe the treaty
provisions in force between the Washington and Pekin
governments. This means that Chinese, with the exception of laborers, will be admitted to the Philippines
in the future. Minister Wu has been informed that
the regulations enforced by General Otis are simply
temporary, and to prevent the introduction of a further hostile element into the Philippines. When
peace and order are restored, this government will
take under consideration the question of immigration
of Chinese into the archipelago.
Pretoria, the Boer capital, is said
In Anticipation to be very strongly defended.
of a Siege.
The latest reports of the armament of the circle of forts defending the city is that they are mounted with 24 and 20-centimetre guns, besides a number of guns of smaller
calibre and quick-firers. The supply of projectiles and
explosives is said to be ample for a prolonged siege,
and the small-arm ammunition that was laid in before
the war began amounted to 30,000,000 cartridges. In
connection with this provision a curious story is told.
About two years ago the Transvaal government caused
inquiries to be made as to the consumption of rifie
ammunition by the German army during the Franco-

this week, if, indeed, he has yet commenced it. His
forces, it is admitted, suffered very severely in the German war, and being informed that the total quanModderriver fight; and the extent of his losses make tity used was 18,000,000, it was immediately decided

England downcast and doubtful if he won a victory at
all there. The Maxim detachment of the Scots guards,
under Lieutenant Elweys, was completely wiped out
when it advanced to attack the Boer trenches. So
well hidden were the Boers from the British that,
though under their fire, they could not see them. The
British displayed remarkable coolness under the terrible fire which the Boers poured upon them. The
censor at London allows very little news to be published, and the people are anxious and irritated. Word
is eagerly awaited from Buller. Far more depends on
the passage of the Tugela river than depended on that
of the Modderriver. General Joubert is reported to
have strengthened both his right and left wings, in
preparation for flanking tactics, but it by no means
follows that he would be able to frustrate them. The
Boer position- on the Tugela has been made exceedingly strong against any front attack, while the character of the country in this region largely helps Joubert's dispositions.
The chase after Aguinaldo in
In the Philippines. Northern Luzon still continues,
and has become so warm that itis
said the Tagal leader wants to surrenderand is advised
to do so by the Hong-Kong junta. General Otis cables
that an apparently inspired suggestion came to him,
inquiring how the American authorities would receive
the proposition from Aguinaldo to surrender to a
United States vessel on the north coast, and then be
transported to Hong Kong, to be left in the custody
of the American consul. It is known that Aguinaldo,
on his surrender, would be opposed to being taken to
Manila, where he wouldfeel humiliated, and might receive insults from some of his unfriendly countrymen.
On the same day, however, that the foregoing information was given out, it was announced that 800 islanders attacked the Americangarrison of 200 at Yigan,
province of South Uocos. The American loss was eight
killed and many wounded. After very hard fighting
the Filipinos were driven off and through the mountains, leaving thirty-five dead. Fears are entertained
regarding various small bodies of General Young's
troops in the province of Abra.
There is, in Nicaragua, say recent
An Unpopular advices from that country, a
President.
growing feeling of hostility toward
President Zelaya, on account of
his recent decree expelling Monsignor Pereira, bishop
of Nicaragua, in reply to the latter's protest against
the law passed by the Nicaraguan Congress on Oct. 14,
declaring that all gifts by the people of lands, cattle
or other property to the Church should be subject to
the civil government, and be sold and applied to the
purposes designated by the givers by the municipal
governments, instead of, as before, by the ecclesiasti-

to lay in double that quantity.
It was only last week that that
What Will Leary wonderful governor of ours at
Want Next ? Guam was shouting for ice and
more marines. Now he reports
to the Navy Department that the United States officers and marines and the inhabitants of his far-away
island are badly in need of reading-matter. Their life
would be morebearable, he says, if they had magazines
aud periodicalsto help pass away the time. The Bureau
of Navigation, Navy Department, will be glad to forward to them any magazines or other reading-matter,
no matter how old, sent to it for the use of the people
there. Evidently the people of Guam are not illiterate,
since they are pining for books to read, according to
our governor-general.
A London cablegram of the 3d.
Is Parson Jernegan states that a provisional patent
in London?
has been granted by the British
government for

the extraction of

gold from sea-water. The patentees say they have
discovered a combination of chemicalswhich will precipitate not only the organic matter in sea-water, but
also the gold, without the use of electricity. A mint
analysis certifies that a sample of sludge, representing
fifty gallons of water, contained 0.150 grains of gold.
The future empress of Japan has been chosen, and
her engagement to the crown prince announced. She
will have a dower of 1,250,000 yen. By this marriage
the crown prince will become related to the highest
Buddhist priest in the empire. In view of the strong
Buddhistic movement to secure state recognition, the
fact is commented upon as of great interest.
A note from Lieutenant Gilmore, the American
naval officer held by the Filipinos, was brought to
Manila the other day. The note was addressed
to the lieutenant's sister, Mrs. Major Price. He
says he has been ill, but is now in fairly good health.
The Spaniards befriended him and gave him money

and clothes.

Epes Sargent Dixwell, an old-time Boston Latin
school teacher, who had as pupils many men who subsequently became distinguished, and who was the oldest,
but one, living graduate of Harvard, class of 1827, died
last week at his residence in Cambridge.
The decision of the United States Supreme Court
that a certain Pipe company, formed five years ago by
a combination of six corporations, is organized and
doing business illegally, which decision was rendered
the other day, is regarded as a very important pronouncement against the trust system.
Three hundred women, at Diamondville, Wyo.,
wives and daughters of the coal miners who are on
a strike, marched on last Monday to the mines owned

by Marcus Daly, the Montana copper king, and with
clubs and guns drove the operators and a small force
of uon-uuion miners away. A week ago 000 men quit
work and demanded an iucrease in wages. The company resumed in a few days with a small force of men.
It is feared that unless the trouble is settled soon
bloods.. ?$ will result.
Following the lead of Mr. Borden of the Fall River
Iron Works, who advanced wages 10 per cent, last
week, the cotton manufacturers of the city did the
same thing, and it is thought that their example will
be'followed by the Rhode Island mill men.
The Australian Premier Turner resigned Dec. 1,
and Governor Brassey requested Mr. McLean to form
a ne.w ministry. The Queensland cabinet was beaten
at the first sitting of the legislature, and its downfall
is expected to occur soon.
Because of his criticisms of the Philippine campaign Rev. Peter McQueen, who was once pastor of
the church, was barred out last week of the Bronxville (N. V.) Reformed Church, in which he proposed
lecturing.
Up to the close of the last fiscal year 17,500 claims
for pensions had been presented at Washington on
account of the Spanish and Philippine war. Since
then the number has increased to above 15,000.
Mr. Chamberlain's bid for a triple alliance between
Fngland, Germany and the United States was ridiculed
in Germany, and Washington announces that no such
an alliance will be considered by this country.
The Rhode Island supreme bench has given an
opinion that poll-taxes can be levied in the state and
the body of the delinquent can be taken for commitment to jail until the debt is canceled.
President McKinley's appointment of a son of
Secretary Hay to succeed Consul Macrum, whom the
Boer government refused to recognize longer, at Pretoria, greatly pleases England.
The German navy, if the imperial bill that is proposed goes through, will again next year, as this, be
increased by eighteen battleships, six amored cruisers
and thirty protected ones.

In reply to Secretary Hay's demand for an open
door policy in China, it is said that Russia and France
have asked if the United States will admit their goods
free into the Philippines.
Manufacturers of paper in the United States will
make no further shipments of paper until the drought
in this country is relieved.
General Hernandez, the leader of the Venezuelan
revolt, captured Maracaibo the other day, after sixteen
hours of hard fighting.
The $50,000,000 appropriated by the British parliament for the Boer war is all expended, and the
British troops have not yet reached the Transvaal.
Lord Rosebery severely rebuked, in a speech at
Edinburgh last week, Secretary Chamberlain's offensive references, in an earlier address, to France.
New Bedford cotton manufacturers will advance
wages ten per cent, next Monday, and the Biddeford
Pepperell cotton works will do so Jan. L
Clinton, Mass., was visited by a destructive fire
Monday, a dozen firms and twenty families suffering.
The loss is estimated at $1,30,000.
Lord-riayor Tallon of Dublin, with John E. Redmond, M. P., sailed from New York last Saturday for

Ireland.

A prominent member of the Italian Chamber of
Deputies is said to be at the head of the Mafia in
Sicily.
Admiral Dewey announces that he will spend May
1, the anniversary of his victory at Manila, at Chicago.
fl. Deroulede, who is in prison in France, for conspiracy against the state, is reported seriously ill.

Two Irish magistrates have been deposed from
office for expressing sympathy with the Boers.
Runs weremade upon several Newfoundland banks
last week in consequence of a cabinet crisis.

Heavy snow-storms are reported from Nebraska,
Minnesota, and other far western localities.
The Yaqui Indians were beaten in several recent
engagements by the Mexicans.
Queen Wilhelmlna of the Netherlands is to marry
Prince William of Wied soon.
The fifty-sixth Congress began its sessions at
Washington on Monday.
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to and drawn by the applicant? Many conscientious
and reflecting Catholics have long ago considered this
question, and on the strength of this principle, advoHow to Have a Happy Christmas.
cate for public use a select library with only such
"A worthy Advent," truly remarks the Pittsburg books as according to the judgment of experienced
Catholic, " ensures a happy Christmas, full of the men can do good and not harm. Why could not the
Catholics of Cleveland have their own library, as Cathlove of the Infant Saviourfor every one."
olics in other cities have built up their Catholic
* * *
A Popular Protestant Prayer-Book.
libraries? "
According to Church Progress " the beauty and ap* ? Would
* * Do.
What
Jackson
Andrew
propriateness of devotion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus
Indignant at the scandalous attacks recently made
has made an impression on Protestants. A Protestant
Admiral Dewey, because of his transfer to his
upon
prayer-book intended for Episcopalians, and first
issued from the press in 1891, contains several pages wife, that she might pass it on tohisson, of his Washeditor of the Union and Times
of prayers to the Sacred Heart. That the book has ington residence, the
been popular may be known from the fact that the declares: "If we were Dewey we should never sleep
a night under the roof of that house. We would
fourth edition is now being sold."
refuse absolutely to have anything to do with it what* * *
ever. It ought to be sold, and their contributions
A Philadelphian Reckoning.
"It is amusing," says the Standard and Times, "'to sent back to the miserable howlers. Some such action
find a large number of people stirring under the belief as this is what Andrew Jackson would take in similar
that George Washington is only a hundred years dead circumstances."
* * *
this December. A thousand years is nearer the mark
so far as his principles are concerned. Could he rise Protestantism in the Public Schools.
" Chicago's superintendent of schools," remarks the
from the grave and behold what the republic of his
Columbian, " has objected to the use there of
Catholic
Van
awakentoday,
Rip
Winkle's
foundation is doing
Kipling's Recessional,' on the ground that the poem
ing would have to take a back seat."
is theistic and may offend the atheists in that city
* * *
who send their children to those public institutions.
Ever-Fair Klllarney.
A little of Doctor Andrews' extreme care "for the reAnent the announcement of the new owner of Killarney that the famous lakes will continue open to ligious views of the free-thinkers of Chicago would be
the (public, the Catholic Mirror asserts: " Killarney is of use in the case of Catholics all over the United
a gift from Providence to humanity, and humanity States. There are public schools in every state in
will doubtless appreciate the generous spirit of the which the Protestant edition of the Bible is read, in
nobleman in whom, by the terms of the sale, the title which the Protestant version of the Lord's Prayer is
to the property is now legally vested, but who, as evi- recited, in which Protestant hymns are sung, and in
denced by his acts, regards himself as the custodian of which the disputed Protestant story of the sixteenth
century is taught."
the people's interest."

'

A Hint for

Roberts.

*

*

*

"Professor Starbuck," declares the Western Watchman, " in the Sacked Heart Review, says that the
polygamy of the Landgrave of Hesse was authorized
by Luther and Melancthon, and Bucer and Bugenhagen. Why did not Congressman-elect Roberts
quote those fathers of Protestantism to defend his
polygamy? If Philip of Hesse could have two wives
Roberts of Utah can have three. The number cuts
no figure in a matter of principle."

*

*

*

Very Qood Advice.
The Northwestern Chronicle moralizes as follows upon
Admiral Dewey's recent experience and certain statements regarding it that appeared in print: "It might
be well to boast about men less than about dogmas;
to parade personages less than principles. If great

men come into the Church, or if men in the Church

become great, we should accept it gladly as a matter
of course. In ithis a dignified attitude would carry
more weight than any amount of vapid boasting.
Such is the moral which the Dewey episode suggests
to us."
A

*

* *
Fair-Minded Minister.

We learn from the Springfield Tribune that the Rev.
Mr. Pillsbury, a Protestant minister of Chicopee, refuses to credit certain malicious reports circulated
about the Catholic priests of that city by individuals
who wish to deny Catholics any voice in the management of schoolsfor the maintenance of which they are
taxed. Said Mr. Pillsbury from his pulpit on a recent
Sunday : " So far as I have come to know the clergy of
the Roman Catholic Church, I hold them in the
greatest respect and honor for the good which they
are able to accomplish. I ungrudgingly give them
credit for public spirit and purity of motive, and I
will not believe, until forced to do so, that they will
countenance any political scheming, which, in seeking
to use the schools for personal ends, confuses the
minds of men as to the real issue."

*

*

*

Catholic Literature in Public Libraries.
Writing to the Cleveland Universe and announcing
the fact that on the shelves of the public library of
that city, labelled " Roman Catholic," he found a
number of non-Catholic works, a correspondent submits the following suggestions which seem to be applicable to other places than Cleveland " Unless a
person is well acquainted with Catholic literature and
knows exactly beforehand which book he wants to
draw, it would hardly seem advisable to recommend
all readers to examine freely and select indiscriminately from among the books of a public library where
doubtful and unsound, nay irreligious works and unreliable history are found in the same cases with some
good and Catholic publications. We would not easily
advise an inexperienced man or woman to get any
kind of medicine in a drug-store, for fear that some
poisonous and unwholesome medicine might cause incalculable harm to the curious drug-seeker. May it
not work much greater harm when any book is offered

:

* * *
Stevenson's Grave in Samoa.
says
"There is talk,"
the New World, "of moving
Robert Louis Stevenson's body from the island in the
Samoan group in which it now rests, for the reason
that that island is now to be ceded to Germany. There
would be no excuse for such action. The great novelist is buried on the top of a mountain in that island,
near to the house in which he lived for the last
years of his life. He selected that resting-place. It
was there that he wished to sleep his long sleep.
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McKinnon, the well known Catholic chaplain of California, was forced to go alone. All the preachers appointed by McKinley found out at the last moment
that they were over the age limit."

* * *

Chaplains in the Army.
" Some little surprise was evinced at the announcement that the majority of the regiments in the Philippines have no chaplains, and it is said they 'do not
want any,' " says the Church News. " The fact is that
one-half of the soldiers are Catholics, and, of course,
they do not want a mere layman for chaplain. We
may be assured that the Catholics are anxious for
chaplains, but they want those who have the power to
help them, who can and will do more than distribute
tracts, preach long sermons and draw large salaries."

*

Expansion in the East.

*

*

"The American Bible Society, at New York, is
spreading the news that its missionaries are persecuted
in many parts of China," says the Southern Messenger.
"It is now the right time to publish this news. According to Funston and other authorities, the war in
the Philippines is soon to be at an end, and from
there to China the distance is not great. Why should
we not get a slice of the Celestial Empire since we are
in the expansion business ? If other powers, like Germany, get a whole province for a few Catholic priests
that are killed, why should the United States be so
bashful as not to ask for something ? "
An Appeal For Fair Play.
Referring to the recent decisionof Nebraska's superintendent of schools that the Protestant Bible may be
used in the schools of that state, the Pittsburg Observer
inquires "Is it any wonder that Catholics are forced
into an undesired attitude of opposition to our public
schools, when a Protestant version of the Scriptures is
used in them ? Be fair,- brethren and fellow citizens,
and do to us as you would have us do to you if we were
the majority. Make our public schools open to the
children of all citizens without prejudice or partiality,
and if you want religious and moral instruction there,
as you ought to, have it in such a way as not to do injustice to others. Let us have frankly public Protestant schools and public Catholic schools. If you will
not accept this solution of the question, thenfor honor
and honesty's sake, don't have public Protestant
schools under pretense of public secular schools."

:

*

#

#

There is no reason whatever to suppose that this wish A Parental Responsibility.
The following passage from the CatholicRecord seems
was in any way dependent upon the then existing
arrangement as to the government of the islands con- to endorse the views which the Review has often extinuing. The policy which he always advocated is pressed upon the subject at issue, and on which it had
that which the Germans are pledged to carry out. It something to say last week : " Upon parents rests the
is the wish of his widow that the body should stay responsibility of providing their offspring with true
education, and that in the highest sense of the term
where it is. Let that wish be respected."
can be supplied only by institutions under Catholic
*
* *
auspices. It is vain for them to advance as excuse
Protestant Losses in England.
Admitting that were it not for leakages the Catholic for sending their children elsewhere that our colleges
are
up to the requirements of the times. That
element in England, especially because of the numer- ideanot
may linger in the minds of ' Cawtholics who
ous conversions from Anglicanism that are continyearn for style, refinement, latest accent and the most
ually occurring, would be much more numerous than correct way of shaking hands, but it 'is not enterit actually is, a contributor to the St. Louis Review tained by those parents who, having their eyes open,
graduates can hold their own
says: "This misfortune does not befall Catholics are able to see that our fact
of practical Catholicity."
and succeed despite the
alone. The growing indifference decimates all other
* * *
denominations. Hugh Price wrote of late that there Our Governor of Guam.
were in London 3,000,000 men as pagan as if they lived
Of Captain-Governor Leary of Guam and his recent
in darkestAfrica. A Protestant missionary in a recent
performances the Monitor has this to say : "To ask beconference called London ' the most pagan city of the lief for the assertion that they (the islanders) are livworld.' The missionaries returning from India find ing in concubinage in face of the well known condithat their neophytes have more faith than the inhabtion of the Filipinos, is the essence of assurance. The
itants of London, and readily acknowledge the Angli- ukase that every one must work in the fields if he has
can church has lost its hold on the masses of the
no trade, is a staggering example of the intelligent
people. Nor are the sects more favored. Of twelve government
that expansionists are raving about.
Methodists one is lost every year, and in the whole Then the order for each native to provide himself with
length and breadth of the United Kingdom the poorer twelve hens and a hog under penalty of the law!
classes are in imminent danger of losing their religion Where are the desired fowl to be found by the unprovided? The final order for all to bring eggs and vegecompletely."
r
tables to the governor's house every day is the climax
*
*
*
of this screaming farce of legislation. It can best be
Shepherds Vs. Hirelings.
described in Grattan's indignant words in a similar
"Some of the Protestant chaplains have become case The government members seem to have gone
Michiquite distinguis during the past year," says the
for their policy to a madhouse and for their morality
When our soldiers were ordered to to hell."
gan Catholic.
Cuba and tales were told about the enormous wealth
* * *
And We Are Not Latins.
of.the far-away islands, nearly every chaplain in the
Commenting upon the comparative smallness of
country having a wife and family depending upon
American Catholic contributions to the funds for the
his
in
support
getting
band-wagon
him for
was
of the Faith, and also on the circumshape to strike for the gold mines. A few went, and Propagation
the French Catholics give the same funds,
a certain few remained at home. The former were stance that
almost twice as much as all the rest of Catholic Chrismostly composed of the low-salaried itinerant evanAye Maria remarks: "The Catholics of
gelists and were only too glad to be able to increase tendom, the
the United States, certain of whom joke jokes about
their allowance. The home birds were those who held the decadence' of the Church in France, stand
good fat positions in fashionable city churches and seventh, having bestowed on the missionaries of the
really could not afford to leave their poor people who world the munificent largess of $53,040. Some seem
to fear that if donations were more generous, the
needed their ministrations. From Cuba the horde of pampered missionaries would lose the spirit of their
preachers went to the other islands. A number of vocation it is sufficient to answer that many of them
priests went also, and we learn from reports of the re- live on from $100 to $150 a year. Others of the faithful
has no claim on Ameriturning soldiers, Protestants as well as Catholics, of seem to fancy that the society
reflect that the society has con;
can
Catholics
let
them
their good work on the field of battle. A few days tributed $5,500,000 to the work of missions in the
ago, those who were on furlough were ordered back to United States, and that over $12,000 were sent to the
their field of duty, when lo and behold ! Chaplain missioraries in this country last year."

'

:

"

'

;
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EditoralNotes.
li' some of our" prominent Catholics" were less
prominent and more Catholic, the Catholic body
would be the gainer.

ing everything thatisinit." And The Review is the
"

greijulionalist and Independent, are patting the Englishonly paper worth reading in these days," writes a man on the back for the foolish statements which he
recently published in the London limes, to read and
friend from Bridgeport, Ct., in renewing his subscription ; and these are but samples of many similar letters ponder this passage. The Doctor is speaking of the
which come to us every week.
unwavering stand in defence of Holy Writ of the

Catholic Church :

In palliation of the outrageous injustice which this
TfiE attention of those Protestant missionary boards,
country is doing in forcing its "non-sectarian" schools
ministers and editors who are still asserting that
upon the Catholics in our colonies, the advocates of
Dewey's guns opened a path for Christianity in the
that wrong plead that the schools in question are the
Philippines, is directed to that portion of his annual
very best in the world. That boast is very tlatly conreport wherein Secretary of the InteriorHitchcock detradicted by what Director Merriam of the Census
clares that the Tagales and Visayas, who constitute so
Bureau recently said in speaking of the large percentlarge an element of the archipelago's population, "were
age of failures among the graduates of those schools
christianized in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen"
who apply for places in his department. Of such applituries." And the Secretary, furthermore, pays tribute
cants the Director declares :?
to the work of the maligned Philippine clergy by ad"They can not spell, anil they can not do ordinary
ding that "the number of Christians in these two peoarithmetic. Fifty per cent, fail, and they fail because
ples, together with those in the other tribes, amount
they can uot divide 100,000 by 4.02H; that is, they can
to over 6,000,000."
not get a correct result. It is simply marvelous, the
lack of education in these rudimentary branches.
In the spirited municipal contest which will be deSomething must he radically wrong with our system
of education. Our public schools teach botany and
cided by them next Tuesday, thecitizens of Cambridge
physiology and sewing and moulding, but apparently
will not, we feel convinced, fail to declare again, and
they do not teach simple arithmetic and spelling."
for the Univerby an increased majority, for

no-license

sity City. After having experienced the manifold and
large blessings and advantages which no-license has
conferred upon their community during the many
years it has prevailed across the Charles, it would be
the veriest folly for the Cambridge people to change

matters now. Happily, there is not the slightest
danger that they will commit that folly, for every year

sees many additions made to the ranks of the nolicense party from those who at first doubted the wisdom of adopting such a policy.
\u25a0

It is with unusual pleasure and pride we announce
today that our co-laborer for several years on the Review, Rev. William F. Powers, has been appointed by
the Most Rev. Archbishop to the pastoral charge of
the churches of Merrimac and West Newbury, Mass.
Father Powers is comparatively a young man, but one
of exceptional ability and priestly merits. The Review
rejoices in his promotion, which, we are fain to believe,

was due in no small measure to his very successful
work as a member of its staff. We congratulate the
Catholics of Merrimac and West Newbury on their
good fortune, and most heartily extend our felicitations to Father Powers himself. May God give him
strength and vigor and many fruitful years in his new
field oflabor.
The religious orders in the Philippines do not, all
combined, probably own as much real estate as the
corporation mentioned by Mr. Jacob A. Riis in his
"Reform by Humane Touch" in the December Atlantic; but theycertainly have made and are making better use of it; and thechurch to which Mr. Riisrefers is
not a Catholic one. "It was," says he, "a church corporation which, in those bad days, owned the worst
underground dive downtown, and turned a deafear to
all remonstrances." Up to the present, however, we
have heard no demand for the confiscation of this
wealthy Protestant church corporation's estates voiced
by the papers and persons that have been vociferous
of late days in declaring that the Philippine orders
should be deprived of the property the returns of
which they put to such excellent uses.

Oi'R correspondents who are discussing the issues
raised by "C. R." and " Catholicus." contribute very
materially, by their letters on pages !? and 12, to make
this week's Rkveiw interesting and instructive. Key.
Mr. Starbuck pays some attention, in his characteristic fashion, to Charles C. Coffin and his notorious antiCatholic works. The editorial paragraphs and leaders
deal with timely topics. The departmentswill be found
entertaining and enlightening, and a readable letter
from Cuba appears on page 10. Sending us a paid subscription for a friend, one of the most prominent pastors of the Baltimore city parishes says "I have been
sending my copy of the Review to a friend who sends
it to another. It often happens that there are articles
which I'd like to preserve, but I dislike to mutilatethe
paper and thus deprive others of the privilege of read-

:
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"We are told, by way of illustration, that the
Church sees various subjects in a new light, notably
that of astronomy; that serious aud now recognized
mistakes have been made in interpretations of particular sayings of Christ. The case of Galileo is adduced. It is doubtless true that after Christianity
actually prevailed, the Emperor Julian confessed,
Thou hast conquered, <) Galilean '; and, in this connection, we are told that the Church now confesses,
Thou hast conquered, O Galileo.' The Church, however,
makes no confession of the kind, indeed
makes no confession at all.
If Galileo conquered anything it was not the Church. He did not
hold the views falsely attributed to him, and his argument from tides and magnetism is now declared all
'
moonshine.' A slight examination shows that his
hypothesis was pure hypothesis, while an important
part is rejected today. The weight of argument lay
with Ptolemy. On the evidence submitted, the congregation was right, and the case of Galileoaffords no
ground for the encouragement of higher criticism.'
'
"
Years ago Doctor Dc Costa declared that if the time
ever came when he could not remain conscientiously

'
'

...

...

Insulting Washington's Memory.
If this country has not relegated to oblivion the within the Protestant Episcopal church, he would not
sage maxim which George Washington laid down for waste time in seeking religious truth and peace of mind
its guidance when he bade us beware of entangling in any other l'rotestant sect, but would "go to Rome."
foreign alliances, it is going to dishonor the memory That time came when he resigned his Protestant Episof our first president foully by permitting the Freecopal ministry into the hands of Bishop Potter, and
masons to conduct the services that are to be held at now, thanks to the illumining and strengthening
Mount Yernon next week, on the centennial of his grace of God, the Doctor keeps his word and enters the
death. It may be true that, when he was a young pale of the one Church that " holds the key to the
man, Washington was inveigled into joining the mental, moral and spiritual problems of the age,"
Masons ; but he soon saw his mistake and got out of which "is specially adapted to the wants of the Ameritheir ranks. In a letter written by him in 17118 to can people, in that with needed safeguards it is eminDoctor Snyder he declared that he had not been at a ently favorable to real freedom of thought; its claims
Masonic meeting over twice in thirty years. He is on are nobly supported by history and philosophy," and
record as denying that he ever presided overa Masonic which, " when rightly understood by the American
lodge. He would not advise his aid-de-camp Trumpeople,
will be found capable of meeting all its
bull to join the Masons. He characterized Masonry varied requirements."
as "mostly child's play"; and added that it was
capable of being used for the most base purposes."
METHODISM NOW MENACED.
Were Washington living it is certain that he would
The alarming extent to which Protestantismis being
not permit Masonry to have anything to do with a
invaded
by that destructiveform of" higher criticism,"
celebration in his honor, and why, when he is dead,
whose natural consequence, as many of our non-Cathshould the Freemasons be permitted to insult his
olic friends admit themselves, is to ruin all belief
memory as they propose doing at Mount Yernon
in revealed truth, was very vividly illustrated last
next week ?
week at the sessions of the Methodist Episcopal Congress that was held at St. Louis. If but a single one of
DOCTOR DE COSTA'S CONVERSION.
the several eminent Methodist Episcopal divines who
On the occasion of his entrance into the fold of the addressed that gathering had spoken in advocacy of
Catholic Church, the Rev. Benjamin F. Dc Costa to the form of " higher criticism " referred to, or if any
whom the Review extends its cordial congratulations endeavors had been publicly made on the part of the
that the light to know and the grace to embrace the Congress to disavow the sentiments uttered by the
truth have been given him?has made publican explanadvocates of this criticism, the symptoms shown in its
atory statement, whose length makes it impossible, we favor might not be regarded as indicative of any great
regret to say, for us to lay it before our readers in its danger. But the Congress, as a matter of fact, reentirety. This statement may be designated as an vealed an opposite condition of affairs.
exposition, made in the Doctor's scholarly and incisive
Take, for instance, the declaration made before the
manner, of the lamentable surrender of Protestantism St. Louis Congressby the Key. Doctor Learned ?whose
to that form of infidelity known as " higher criticism "; name appears to be a strange misnomer, by the way,
which surrender is made all the more striking by a and who holds a professorial chair, it seems, in the
presentation of the unwavering attitude which the Pennsylvania University. Speaking on the non-parChurch of which he now has the happiness of being a ticipation of cultured men, as he regards them, in
member has always maintained towards the Inspired Methodist Episcopalian church affairs, that divine deWord.
clared that the reason of such non-participation was
is
one
of
Doctor
Dc
Costa's
striking
evidences the fact that there is "a startling consensus among
Here
of the palpable failure, chiefly because of its derelic- scholars, scientific men. and men of culture in general
tions in the matter of Biblical criticism though he as to the valuelessness of dogma." Of course, Doctor
admits that it labors under many other deficiencies
learned was alluding only to Methodist Episcopalians.
of Protestantism in this country
At least that is a fair inference, seeing that he is him'? Though the Reformation party has hail
self one of the Methodist Episcopal denomination,
possession
of this land ever since the first permanent English
and that he was addressing a Methodist Episcopal
colony was planted at Jamestown, in IiH.IT, one nevergathering. And if there be any doubt of the real
theless discovers from the last census, that, in 18'JO,
meaning of his words as given above, all such doubt
this party had not only failed to take religious possesmust be abandoned when we read his subsequent
sion of the United States, but had left forty-two out
people
outside of any
declaration that the Methodist Episcopal church, " in
of sixty-two millions of the
ecclesiastical organization. The advocate of the Refororder to hold men within its fold as active Christians,
mation has indulged in high play and lost."
must change its attitude toward many questions.''
And it might not.be a bad thingfor Professor Mivart
The Rev. Doctor Anderson of Sing-Sing. N. Y.. may
and those Protestants who, like the editors of the Cbn- be said, in a subsequent discourse. t,> have explained

..
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more fully what Doctor Learned meant in this last
declaration, to wit, that in order to hold Methodists
of culture in its fold, the Methodist Episcopal church
must change its attitude on many questions. He declared that if Methodists want a theology which shall
satisfy the age they must adopt one that is founded
upon facts. That is tantamount to saying that in the
approved Methodist Episcopal creed there must be no
mysteries, nothing which shall call for the exercise of
faith in a supernatural power, nothing which can not
be explained by human reason, by modern science, or,
at least, by the "higher criticism." "Any fairminded, thinking man," Doctor Anderson added,
" must admit that there are many minor inaccuracies
in the Bible" ; and one may judge what he regards as
"minor" matters from his further assertion that, in
the reconstruction of the Bible which he and the
other Methodist Episcopal " higher critics " desire to
see made, "we can not save the old framework;
neither is it necessary that we should."
To these two declarations Professor Sheldon of this
city, who also addressed the St. Louis Congress, added
that "higher criticism" could not be pushed aside.
The Methodist Episcopal pulpit, he asserted, must
either keep silent on the subject, or else go into the
study of the new questions which that criticism has
raised, with a deeper and more scholarly spirit. It
may perhaps be argued that that sort of study is
commendable. Pursued with the proper spirit and in
the right way, it would certainly be praiseworthy ; be
in full accord with the recommendations which Leo
XIII. made in his admirable encyclical on " The Study
of the Scriptures." But the declarations of Doctor
Learned, Doctor Anderson and other speakers at the
St. Louis Congress make it plain that the "deeper"
and " more scholarly " study of the Scriptures which
Professor Sheldon urged upon Methodist Episcopalians
is a study which shall reject every passage of Holy
Writ that requires the exercise of faith, calls for a theology which is not founded upon facts, or asks belief
in mysteries andrevealed truths. For the sake of the
Methodist Episcopal church itself, it is to be hoped
that the destructive " higher criticism " which these
three divines pressed upon it for acceptance will be
rejected. It was by preaching theology of a diametrically opposite character that the founders of this
Protestant denomination made it, what it has since
become, one of the strongest Protestant bodies in the
land. Can any intelligent person doubt that the
adoption by Methodist Episcopalianismofsuch a creed
and such a theology as Doctors Learned, Anderson
and Sheldon advocatewould have a very harmful effect
upon it. What will it boot the Methodist Episcopalian
church to gather into its fold a few hundreds of cultured, scholarly agnostics, if, in gaining such doubtful
accessions, it drives into the ranks of Protestant un.
believers thousands upon thousandswho profess and
practice the Methodist Episcopalian faith as that exists today? Let us hope that no such a calamity as
that is in store for our Methodist Episcopalian friends ;
but they will do well to look to the defences of their
church, for the "higher critics" have plainly commenced their assaults thereupon.

SOME OBSTACLES TO CONVERSION.
Protestantism is daily becoming more and more
moribund. As a religion it has lost its hold upon the
Protestant masses. The descendants of the old Puritans, once so confident and so strict, are now all at sea
and rapidly drifting in the direction of agnosticism.
Meantime the Catholic Church is very much alive in
all parts of the land, and rapidly coming to the fore. It
offers to our non-Catholic friends a refuge from the
doubts by which they are being assailed, and many
are being induced to take shelter in that safe retreat.
We say many, but the wonder is that the number is
comparativelyso small. With all the attractions which
Holy Church holds out to weary, wandering souls, the
question naturally arises, What are the obstacles that
prevent a larger accession to her loving and inviting
portals ?
In attempting to answer this question we may re-

mark, in the first'place, that the greatest obstacleof
all is ignorance. Ifin any way the mass of our Protestant fellow citizenscould become acquainted with the
real claims of the Catholic Church?the strength and
logical consistency of her intellectual system, the
beauty and grandeur of her worship ; her admirable
adaptation to all the wants and aspirations of the human soul, we can not doubt that they would flock to
her portals like doves to their cotes when night Cometh on. But the ignorance of the mass of Protestants
on these points is really wonderful. Even intelligent,
educated men, and men having a reputation for learning, oftentimes display an ignorance of the real
teaching of the Catholic Church which is anything but
creditable to them. Of course they have read more
or less about the Church, and they think they know
it all; but, unfortunately for their candor and consistency, their informationhas all come from non-Catholic sources. They have never thought it worth while
to look into a Catholic book to see what Catholics have to say for themselves. In politics they are
more reasonable and consistent. The last thing they
would think of wouldbe to go to the organs of the opposing party for a correct representation of the opinions of their own party. Yet, they seem not to be conscious of the inconsistency and unreason of adopting
a similar proceeding in deciding the vastly more important questions of religion.

Another obstacle, not less formidable, perhaps, in
the way of accepting Catholic truth is prejudice
blind, unreasoning prejudice. Every sensible, rightthinking person will acknowledge, theoretically, at
least, the duty and imperative obligation of seeking
honestly for the truth, as for hidden treasure, and
without fear or favor, following it wherever it may
lead. But the great mass of Protestants, under the
influence of anti-Catholic prejudice, seem to feel perfectly justified in drawing the line at the CatholicChurch. Sometimes they are apparently unconscious
of this prejudice, and they will resent the imputation
that they are under its influence. Yet, it is there.
They have drunk it in with their mothers' milk. They
have grown up in an atmosphere of prejudice. They
have been taught from earliestchildhood to look upon
the Catholic Church as corrupt and abominable and
by all means to be avoided.
They have, indeed, in these latter days, seen reason
to modify their opinions. In fact, except in the most
retired country districts, they have seen abundant
reason to convince them, if they were willing to be
convinced, that they have been entirely mistaken
that, in fact, there is really no ground for the cock
and bull stories which constitute the basis of antiCatholic prejudice.
Still, they can not get rid of the old feeling. In
fact, in too many instances they don't want to be convinced. They don't want to be Catholics, and they
prefer to eschew all influences that would incline them
in that direction. They seem to have a sort of
premonition ?at least a strong suspicion that if
they should undertake to investigate the claims of the
Catholic Church they would be convinced of their
truth and feel compelled consistently to join the
Church, and that is just what they don't want to do.
They do not stop to reflect that they may possibly be
jeopardizingtheir eternal salvation.
And this brings us to a third obstacle, and that is
human respect. The thought occurs to them What
would my friends and neighbors say if I should
abandon the religious opinions and associations of a
lifetime and cast in my lot with those who, if not nowhated and despised as they once were here, are certainly not considered by my Protestant friends the
most suitable and desirableassociates ? Catholic congregations, these coward souls say, are so mixed
there are so many poor people among them. They
seem to forget that the gospel of Jesus Christ was
designed specially for the poor, and that one of the
greatest glories of the Catholic Church, and one of the
most striking and convincing evidences of its divinity
is just this fact
it is the home of the poor. It would
be wellfor such objectors to remember that Our Lord
Jesus has Himself declared ; " Whosoever is ashamed
?
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?
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of Me and of My words in this adulterous generation,
the Son of Man also will be ashamed of him when He
shall come in the glory of His Father with the holy
angels."

CONSIDERATIONS ON CATHOLICISM
BY A PROTESTANT THEOLOGIAN.
LXVII.
Let me say herethatl have inadvertently attributed
to the eminent divine Holden a remark which belongs
to a still more eminent divine, namely,that in the Middle Ages there was an excess of interdicts and excommunications, and an excess of ecclesiastical legislation,
not always the most discreet. This remark comes in
fact from the great Spanish theologian, Melchior Cano,
bishop of the Canary Islands. Holden, on the other
hand,says what perhaps aSpaniard would hardly have
felt safe to say, namely, that a good many " very pious
and very learned men have approved neither the principle nor the practice of the Inquisition." This remark,
of a divine so frequently quoted by Catholic divines, is
of itself enough to refute the assumption continually
made among Protestants, that a Roman Catholic is
bound, as such, to hold the Inquisition high, and is
only free, at most, to reprobate certain excesses of procedure. Holden represents the "very pious and very
learned men," with whom he signifies his own concurrence, as having rejected both ratio and vsus, " principle and practice," of the Inquisition, and moreover,
not of the Spanish Inquisition alone, but of the Inquisition at large. A Catholic, therefore, is perfectly
free to reprobate the Inquisition, in all its forms and
workings, as it was rejected by Catholic England,
Catholic Ireland and Catholic Scandinavia. It has
never been taken under the protection of the defining
power, as indeed it never can be, according to the
Vatican Council, since it was confessedly no part either
of the apostolic or of the patristic Church, except in
that vague sense in which we all approve of an inquisition by due authority into doctrines ecclesiastically
taught. Of course the Roman Inquisition, as nowconstituted, as a tribunal of universal doctrinal appeal,
is in no way in Holden's thoughts.
I purpose going through the whole series of Dean
Hodges' recent lectures, all the more willingly as we
find in them nothing virulent, and again and again
come upon the most unstinted praise bestowed upon
Roman Catholics and on Catholic movements. As the
lectures, however, are quite extended, 1 wish now and
then to intercalate a more miscellaneous paper. I have
just read through for the first time two books of the

late Charles Carleton Coffin, "Old Colonial Times"
and"The Story of Liberty." It is not altogether
pleasant to me to comment on Mr. Coffin's books, for
although he was not a friend or even an acquaintance,
yet I can not forget that five of my female ancestors
within the last two hundred and fifty years have been
ladies of his family, so that though a remote kinsman
he was a kinsman five times over. Yet had he been
a cousin-german, not to say a brother, I could not well
have passed by two books staggering under such a
weight of monstrous and continual blunders, and so
replete with virulence towards Catholics, and even,
in lesser measure, towardsEpiscopalians.
The "Colonial Times" is a book of reference for
Cambridge public schools, and the "Story of Liberty "
is published by the Harpers. Harper ct Brothers
rightly disclaim responsibility, within certain wide
limits, for the opinions expressed in books published
by them. Moreover, being, I believe, a firm originally
Methodist, they may be held to have inherited a
special right to publish books directed against Rome.
Their care for their reputation, however, as a firm that
does not publish books below a certain intellectual
level, could hardly have been wide awake when they
sent out the "Story of Liberty," as I shall endeavor to
show. The two books are of the same character, although "Colonial Times," the smaller, is perhaps a
littleless blundering, and a littleless virulent. That
Collin could, if he would, write both accurately aud
impartially, is shown by the account of the New England origins, which holds the scales between the different parties of founders with the exactest poise. Cath-
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Churc alendar.
C

olic, and even Anglican history, he did not care to
know, and therefore having a thoroughly superficial
equipment of prior knowledge (not so very much

Religious

Sunday, Dec. 10.
Second Sunday of Advent. Epistle, Romans xv..
4-13; gospel, St. Matthew xi.. 2-10. The Advent season being principally a time of preparation for the
coming of the Redeemer, our mother the Church,
which exhorts us to the more diligent practice of
penitential works during its continuance, presents to
us, in the gospel of today's Mass, the precursor of
Christ, St. John, the Baptist, who may be called the
great preacher of the virtue of penance. We know
the manner of life which the Baptist lived in order to
prepare himself for the exalted mission which heaven
Intrusted to him. The Scriptures tell us how he
dwelt in the wilderness, sustaining himself on the
simplest of fare, locusts and wild honey; denying himself everything that savored of ease of
luxury ; clothing himself in the roughest of vestures,
and then going forth to preach the baptism of penance unto the remission of sins. And in today's gospel Christ Himself bears testimony to the character of
put into the left hand of this obscure monk an elaborthe precursor and the efficacy of his preaching, for
ate episcopal crosier. Indeed, the artist seems to be He says of the Baptist : "This is he of whom it is
everywhere strong on mitres, crosiers, and pontifical written Behold I send My angel before thy
face, who
crosses. To judge by his free use of the latter, I should
shall prepare the way before thee. Amen, I say to
suppose that he disdains to bring in any prelate below you,
there hath not risen among them that are born
the rank of an archbishop.
of womena greater thanJohn theBaptist; yet he that
I can not cite from Coffin any such necromantic is lesser in the kingdom of heaven is
greater than he.
chronological feat as that by which Mr. Lansing brings And
of
the
days
Baptist
from the
John
until now the
a great cardinal out of Ids grave one hundred and fifty- kingdom of heaven suffereth violence, and the violent
three years after he went into it in order to poison a bear it
away." The violence which is here spoken of
Pope. In the sum-total, however, I think, Mr. Coffin
is the force which we employ in our own regard in
beats Lansing. Thus, he gives Catherine de' Medici order to perform works of penance and mortification.
Jesuit confessors to form her budding character eleven For to the practice of such works, which are the ones
years before there were any Jesuits, and live years bethat are especially urged upon us these Advent days,
fore there was even an embryonic germ of the society.
our perverse human nature and its evil inclinations
He makes Jesuits "set up their torture-chamber" in are
strongly opposed. Were we to listen to these
the Low Countries seven years before the name of
promptings we would never deny ourselves in any
"Jesuit" had ever been heard. He makes Las Casas matter, but, on the contrary, we would gratify
our
bishop of Chiapa (which he confounds with Chiapas senses in every pleasure they sought. To practice
and then turns into Chiopia) thirty years too soon. penance one must do violence to one's self, and unless
He ordains Roderick Borgia a priest eighteen years we do penance we can not hope to gain heaven. That
before the time, and seems never to understand that was the preaching of the Baptist of old. It is the
he was a cardinal twelve years before he was a priest.
preaching of the Christian Church today and in this
He tells us that he immediately succeeded his uncle
holy season of Advent we are exhorted in a special
Calixtuslll. (whose name and date Collin seems never manner to the exercise of this most salutary virtue.
to have thought worth finding out) at the next conWe should, consequently, do violence to ourselves in a
clave. In reality thirty-four years came between. more marked manner in these days. We ought to
Here are feats of somersault chronology amounting to dwell oftener and more seriously upon the all-importone hundred and fifteen years, besides some fifty years ant necessity of our soul's salvation, upon our urgent
more which I can not recall in detail.
and constant need of God's graces if we are to save
He tells us that Hildebrand, Pope Gregory VII., our souls, and upon the opportunity of obtaining an
put forth, among other propositions, these three "The ample measure of those graces which the nearing feast
I'ope can not err," "The Pope is holy," " The I'ope of Christmas will give us. The Church urges
this
can do no wrong." Through the whole of both books, manner of thought and life upon us during the whole
but more especially throughout the " Story of Liberty," Advent
season. It is true that she also invites us to
he continually recurs to these supposed sayings of rejoice at the approach of the Redeemer of the world
Hildebrand (whose strong individuality hardly allows but she does so upon the supposition that we have
us to merge him among the fifteen Gregories succeed- complied with her other injunctions and purified our
ing the great Anician Pope) as the foundation of his hearts and souls by penance and mortifications for His
unremitting polemics against the Roman Catholics. worthy reception. But
the burden of her Advent exHe assumes from beginning to end that Gregory, who hortations is the penance which the Baptist preached
never said these things, not only said them, but said
in the desert, the violence to our evil inclinations and
them ex cathedra, and that they have been accepted passions which we must exercise before we can force
ever since by the Catholic Church as the substratum ourselves to the works of penance and acts of mortifiof faith. It never occurs to him that the inexorable cation, the violence, in tine, of
which Christ speaks iv
usage which requires the Pope to confess to a priest
today's gospel when He tells us that " the kingdom of
once a week is wholly inconsistent with assuming that
heaven suffereth violence, aud the violent bear it
the Pope is always holy, above all, that he can never away." Are we complying with tho.se exhortations in
do wrong. Probably Mr. Coflin would have been these days and thus preparing our souls for the recepastounded to be told that the Pope confesses to a tion of
larger Christmas graces and blessings ?
priest. No doubt he would have fallen back on the Monday,
Dec. 11.
popular story which about once in so often goes the
St. Damasus, Pope and Confessor.
round of Protestant papers, and which I have just Tuesday, Dec. 12.
seen again in Spanish, in the Champion, to wit, that the
Of the Octave.
Wednesday, Dec. 13.
layman confesses to the priest, the priest to the vicarSt. Lucy, Virgin ami Martyr.
general, the vicar-general (or dean) to the bishop, the
Dec. 14.
Thursday,
bishop to the I'ope, and the Pope to God
(if the Octave.
after
revert
to
Doctor
and
a
Hodges,
We will now
Friday, Dec. 15.
while return to Mr. Coflin.
Octave of the Immaculate Conception. Fast Day.
Chaki.es C. Stakbitk.
Saturday, Dec. 16.
12 Meat-ham street,
St. Eusebius, Bishop aud Martyr,
North Cambridge, Mass.

superior to that of the Rev. Isaac J. Lansing himself),
be misinterprets facts and characters, mixes movements, and confuses the sequence of time, in a way
which reduces both his books to the level of mere vulgar incompetence. Then, of two forms of a story, he
chooses, as of course, the melodramatic and sensational, especially if it will help to discredit Catholicism.
Authenticity he never inquires after.
The character of the two books is well expressed by
a picture in the smaller, called The First Mass said
in Maryland. Here we see a beardedmonk,in cassock,
but without a sign of vestments, lifting his hands,with
his head thrown back, not towards a crucifix, but towards a large wooden cross planted in the earth, and
this fantastic act of adoration is supposed to be the
Mass! The artist, evidently, does not in the least know
what the Mass means, and so he gives us neither altar
nor elements, neither paten nor chalice, not to speak
of candles. However, to make some amends, he has

:

:

;

:

;

!

Maxims.

Sunday.
Who is there that would neglect to prepare for the
coming of some dear friend, some great benefactor?
And yet, at this season, which the Church devotes to
j preparing for the coming of Christ at Christmas, how
many of us fail to set our souls in order to receive the
I Saviour of the world !
Christ is coming ! From thy bed,
Earth-bound soul, awake and spring
With the sun new-risen to shed
Health on human suffering.
rionday.
Few people realize how much happiness may be pro| moted by a few words of cheer spoken in moments of
despondency, by words of encouragement in seasons
of difficulty, by words of commendation when obstacles have been overcome by effort and perseverance.
Words fitly spoken often sink so deep into the mind
and heart of the person to whom they are addressed
that they remain a fixed, precious and oft-recurring
memory a continuous sunshine, lighting up years,
perhaps, after the lips that have uttered them are
sealed iv death.
Lo ! to grant a pardon free
Comes a willing Lamb from heaven ;
Sad and tearful hasten we,
One and all to be forgiven.
Tuesday.
Mary not only found in the words of her divine Son
the spiritual food for her soul, but she made His word
the rule of her daily conduct. What precept, what
counsel has Our Saviour given that Mary has not
faithfully practiced? What virtue of the Son that
has not been faithfully imitated by the mother, and
with as much perfection as a creature can attain?
The heart it hath its own estate,
?

?

?

The mind it hath its wealth untold ;

It needs not fortune to be great,
While there's a coin surpassing gold.
Wednesday.
We can not speak of Mary without recalling the love
she entertains for us. A mother loves her child most
when he has cost her much sorrow anil many sacrifices. And Mary's heart has borne bitter sorrow because of us.
No matter which way fortune leans,
Wealth makes not happiness secure ;
A little mind hath little means,
A narrow heart is always poor.
Thursday.
Nothing makes us happy but contentment. No
difference how much we have, if the mind is not at
rest we can not enjoy our possessions ; and no difference how little of this world's goods we have, if we
are contented, we will be cheerful and happy. Real
contentment is found alone in cheerfully taking things
as they come, while doing the very best that we can.
looking on the bright side, trusting God as we go singing on our way. Very truly contentment is wealth.
Who is the saddestmortal 1

The sinner black with sin?

:

No for through deep contrition
Pardon he still may win.

The saddest of all mortals
Is the one I saw today,
Who knows not God or heaven
The man who does not pray.

?

Friday.
Man is made up of a complex nature. He is a physical, intellectual and moral being all in one; and the
man perfectly educated is the man educated in his
whole being ; and as God has united these elements
of his being we feel that we can not separate them
without detriment to the individual and to society:
and education being so much a matter of youth, we
feel that their development must go hand in hand.
Mother of Christ, hear thou thy people's cry,
Star of the deep and portal of the sky,
Mother of Him Who thee from nothing made,
Sinking we strive and call to thee for aid.
Oh, by that joy which Gabriel brought to thee.
Thou virgin, first and last, let us thy mercy see.
Saturday.
Remember that if the opportunities for great deeds
should never come, the opportunity for good deedsis
renewed for you day by dav. The thing for us to
long for is the goodness, not the glory.
We sometimes wonder why Our Lord doth place us
Within a sphere so narrow, so obscure,
That nothing we call work can find au entrance
There's only room to suffer, to endure.
Well, God loves patience ; souls that dwell in stillness.
Doing the little things, or resting quite,
May just as perfectly fulfil their mission
Be just as pleasing iv the Father's sight.
?

?
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of the Indians, although everybody knows that religion was the most powerful factor in converting them
from the savage to the civilized state and in winning
for the Mission Fathers a love and admiration that
Tiik receipt of the following books is acknowlhas survived loss of faith in the write man and has
edged :
From lohn Murphy Company, Baltimore and New- made the Black-gown their trusted confidant to this
York :
day. Some time or other, maybe, a Catholic student
will supply this missing element of the story, and then
The Holy Bible, a new large type edition.
First Year's Latin Grammar," by Rev. G. E. Yiger, the world at large will better understand the tremenS. S.
dous debtof gratitude civilization in the Far West owes
Ireland and France," from the French of Alfred the Catholic Church, and men will begin to mete out
"
Duquet.
to her a more generous share of the appreciation which
Characteristics of the Early Church," by Rev. .1. J. is her undoubted due.?
"
Burke.
" Pontia The Daughter of Pilate," a drama in four
An Historical Novel.
acts, by Yery Rev. F. Felix, O. S. B.
in
The
a
drama
five
historical
works of Sefior Galdos enjoy an enviShepherdess
Lourdes,"
"The
of
acts, by the same author.
able reputation in Spain, where their author is held in
From the Holy Childhood Indian School, Harbor much the same estimation as was Walter Scott in ScotSprings, Mich. :
land after he had published his immortal tales of that
"The Franciscans in Arizona," by Father Zephyrin land. It is claimed, furthermore, for the Spanish
Engelhardt, O. F. M.
novelist that his works are historically true, which is
" Docas, the Indian Boy of Santa Clara," by Something that can not be said of Scott's. Galdos has
Genevra Sisson Snedden (Boston, D. C. Heath & Co.), given us no less than a score of splendid historical
is by all odds one of the best children's books descripSpanish stories, and the sixth in order of his work>
tive of Indian life at and after the first coming of the "Saragossa," has been admirably translated into
Spanish missionaries to California, that it has been lish by Minna Caroline Smith, and finely published by
our good fortune to meet with. The stories that make Little, Brown, it Co. The binding is very appropriup the volume were originally written to serve as readate, yellow and red, the Spanish colors, and the book
ing material for the children in the Cniversity School is finely printed on excellent paper. "Saragossa"
connected with the Department of Education at the being the story of the siege of the city of that name by
Leland Stanford Junior University; and the never- the French, is necessarily a stirring tale, and it comfailing delight with which these children welcomed pares not unfavorably with the best fiction of its chareach new instalment was the first impetus toward acter that the literature of any land possesses. The
putting the stories into a form sure to introduce them characters are all finely drawn, especially skilful being
to a larger audience. Some fifty printed works, not to the portraitures of Candiola, Mariquilla and Don Jose
speak of manuscripts and personal interviews, were de Montoria; and apart from the literary attractivedrawn upon to supply the information presented; ness of the work, its historical value is very greatand, as a result, the narrative is characterized by an Duodecimo, cloth extra, gilt top, 81.50.
accuracy and detail altogether satisfactoryand not too
often met with in far more pretentious volumes. -The
Educational Essays.
domestic, agricultural, social and even commercial life,
From O'Shea A Co., 19 Barclay street, New York, we
narrow as it was, of the Indians, and their first steps have " Fissays, Educational and Historical, or X-Rays
in European civilization, are told so simply that even on Some Important ICpisodes," by the author (a Sister
small children can comprehend the narration, while of theOrder of Mercy) of " Leaves from the Annals of
their elders may not but be interested. Listen to how- the Sisters of Mercy," "Life of Catherine McAuley "
breakfast was prepared. Ama, the Indian mother, and other works. The essays in question, which are
picked up two dry willow sticks and two flints. She twelve in number, deal with such subjects as education
rubbed the willow sticks together very hard fora while. in Louisiana under French and Spanish rule; the
"' Do you see the little dust that is gathering?' she Church of the Attakapas, the Louisiana folks to whose
asked the children. ' Now I will strike the flints together Arcadian simplicity and virtues Mrs. Rebecca Harding
until they seud a spark down into that dry dust.'
Davis recently paid a marked tribute; the condition of
In a few minutes a spark fell into the dust, the dust Utah when Brigham Young was king;the Battle of the
"
flared up, and Docas exclaimed, There, now- we have
Boyne and the Siege of Limerick ; Alabama, and Mary
a tire.' He dropped some dry leaves on the burning dust,
of Modena and the Jacobites. There is considerable valuthen he put some little twigs on the leaves. After that he
to be found in these essays>
called to his younger brother: Wake up, Heema. Come able historicalinformation
interestingly
ably written, sotneof them
are
and
which
big
some
sticks
for
the
fire.'
get
and
rolled off the mat of tule reeds on which he had having originally appeared in the American Catholic
" Heema
been sleeping, rubbed his eyes, and said, 'I'm ready, ijuaetei-ly.the Irish Monthly and otherperiodicals. Messrs.
Docas.'
Fdynn & Mahoney, Essex street, Boston, have this
" Heema did Dot have to spend time dressing. All the work on sale.

ExchOangeurTable.

?

"

mary," Marie Agnes Gannon, Teresa Beatrice O'Hare,
Edward L. Buckey, John A. Raymond, Rev. Thomas
A. McGovern, E. Warfleld Webb, Very Rev. .1. M. L.
Monsabre, O. P., A. M. Moffltt, Mrs. D. A. Munro, E.
A. Leman, Mary E. Mannix and Fred Myron Colby.
Messrs. Marlier, Callahan & Co., the Catholic
publishers of this city, announce that they will shortly
publish in book form the Rev. P. A. Sheehan's " My
New Curate," whose appearancein serial shape awakened such general interest.
Fr. Pustet & Co., New York and Cincinnati, have
issued "The Jubilee Manual," which contains prayers
and pious exercises for public or private devotion during the jubilee year, and whicli handy and timely

:

?:

'

'

Indian children ever wore was a little skirt made ofrabbitskin or deerskin.
" In a minute more Heema had piled some large sticks
on the fire. Then it blazed up brightly.
" It's foggy and I'm cold,' said Docas,' sitdown by the
tire with me and get warm.'
" Put the ktones into the tire, boys, so that they will
be hot when the acorns are grouml,' said Ama.
"Docas pulled toward the fire five large stones that
were lying near. ' I'll throw them iu,' said Heema, tossiDg them into the middle of the hottest hlaze. Then Docas
said, Let's surprise father by shooting a rabbit for breakfast.'
" Here are your bow and arrows,' answered Heema.
they ran off. Docas hunted among
" In a moment morenearby
for a rabbit, but he could not
the brash and trees
rind one, so be ran back towards the rancheria. ' I've
found something that's better than rabbits,' Docas heard
Heema say suddenly.
are you, Heema?' anked Docas.
" ' Where among
the bushes, eating; thimbleberries,'
Here
"
answered Heema, peeping out from among the large green
leaves.
"Docas laughed and began eating berries, too. The
berries were so good that they forgot all about breakfast,
until suddenly they heard their mother's voice calling:?
where are you ? The acorns are ready to cook.'
" Boys,
boys
The
took one last mouthful of thimbleberries and
"
then bounded toward the rancheria.
cold water down by the fire as
" Ama put a basketful ofpour
the acorn meal into the
Heema,
they came up.
water. Docas, rake out the hot stones and put them
into the water to cook the mush,' said Ama.
" I hope this mush w ill not be bitter,' said Docas, as he
droppeda red-hot stone into the water.
" ' No; this will be good: for I soaked the acorns a long
time and then dried them in the sun before I ground theui,'
answered Ama.
" In a lew minutes the mush was cooked; then Ama
called Massea her husband and the whole family sat
around the basket. They all ate out of it at once, using
sticks hollowed out at the end instead of spoons."
There is one great lack in the volume we get no
account of the religious education and development

''

''
'

'

'

?

?

?

;
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pamphlet sells for 5 cents.
The current issue of "Emmanuel" contains in full
the scholarly, practical and thoughtful paper, "The
Aim and Purpose of the Eucharistic League," which
the Right Rev. Monsignor Magennis, P. R., of St.
Thomas's Church, Jamaica Plain, prepared for and
read before the recent convention of the League at

Philadelphia.
Among the contributors to Everybody's Magazine for
December are Eugene Wood, Derek Yane, Kirby Draycott, D. L. Woolmer, John K. Leys, H. J. Holmes, Edward Noble, Bradford Colt De Wolf, Baroness E. Orczy,
Lewis Stevens, Maude Coleborn, Ramon Reyes Lala.
George H. Perry, M. Coquelin, and Roderick Grey.

"Briton and Boer in South Africa" is the title of
an article by Alleyne Ireland in the Atlantic Monthlytot
December. " Poe's Place in American Literature " is
written by Hamilton Wright Mabie; " Reform by
Humane Touch," by Jacob A. Riis; "The Eternity of
Art," by John Vance Cheney "A Dunnet Shepherdess," by Sarah Orne Jewett; "A Philistine View,"

;

?

by Thomas R. Lounsbury; "New Zealand Newest
England," Henry Demarest Lloyd " Wanted, a Chair
of Tent-Making," Alfred Brown. Other writers represented in the table of contents are Paul Elmer More,
Grace Ellery Channing, Harriet Monroe, Andrew F.
West, Elia W. Peattie, Norman Hapgood, Will Payne,
Alvah F. Sanborn, Lucy Martin Donnelly, William
Miller Gamble, L. Studdiford McChesney, Joseph Russell Taylor and Lizette Woodworth Reese.

;

with an article giving
View of the Transvaal Question," by J.
Castell Hopkins, who, of course, upholds John Bull's
interference in South African affairs. There is another
African paper, dealing mainly with the rapid progress
which has taken place in that part of the world, by O.
P. Austin, chief of our national statistical bureau. The
article on "The Status of Puerto Rico," by H. G.
Curtis, might command some attention were it not
written by a member of the fatuous Insular Commission
whose recommendations showed their utter unfitness
for the positions to which the President appointed
The Story of an Orphan Girl.
them. The other articles in this issue are " The Trust
Anyone who contemplates presenting some little Problem?Its Real Nature," by Professor E. W. Bemis ;
lass of his or her acquaintance with a story book for a "Recent Developments in the South," by Leonora
Christmas or New Year's gift will do well to examine Beck Ellis ; " The Fundamentalsof F'ietion," by RichLittle Orphan Annie and Her FYiends," by Mary A. ard Burton ; "Shall Greek Be Taught in High Schools?"
McGill.and publishedby O'Shea & Co., New York. The by VV. F. Webster Responsibility in Municipal Govstory is very well told, and the chapters are all interernment," by James H. Hyslop; "The Common,
esting ones. It is a thoroughly Catholic tale, and the wealth of Australia," byllugh H. Lusk ; "The Comauthoress has dedicated it " to the revered and be- mercial Relations of the United States and Germany,"
loved memory of the Right Rev. John Quinlan, second by Professor James H. Gore, and "Zangwill's Play,"
bishop of Mobile." For sale in Boston by Messrs- by A. Cahan.
Flvnn Sc Mahoney, Essex street.
The Catholic World for December opens with a poem
by Mary F. Nixon, "The First Worshippers." "The
Another Little Girls' Book.
Life of Our Lord Jesus Christ " is a series of extracts
Messrs. Jordan, Marsh & Co., of this city, have sent
from a forthcoming book by the Rev. Walter Elliott,
A
True
Heart
Wins
us " The Burglar's Daughter, or
S. P. "The Grand Canyon of Colorado" is an unFriends," by Margaret Penrose, which is another book C.
article, well illustrated. "Is Insanity Increassigned
little
It
is
giving
girls.
to
that is suitable for Christmas
William Seton, LL. D., closes with this siging?"
by
a touching tale, well told, and besides a frontispiece
nificant sentence, "And then if we only have the will
in color of the littleheroine of the narrative, there are
to do one more thing, namely, to be more temperate
several other excellent illustrations. The book retails in drinking, to imbibe less of the poison of alcohol (a
for ?")0 cents.
very potent factor in brain disease) we shall become in
Messrs. JoBDAN, Maksh & Co., of this city, anthe twentieth century the sanest peopleon earth." The
nounce that they have purchased from the publishers other articles in this magazine, and their writers, are
an entire edition of "The InternationalLibrary," at fig- "Christmas in Rome," Grace V. Christmas; Ethics
ures which enable them to offer it at about one-half the of Realism," Rev. T. J. Hagerty, A. M., S. T. B.; "The
regular selling-price of the work, and on small monthly Royal Babe," a poem, Caroline D. Swan ; "Total Abpayments to those who join the Jordan, Marsh & Co. stinence and Non-Catholic Missions," Rev. T. F.
Library Club. The payment of one dollar secures your Burke; "Conversion," Lucy Gertrude Kelley ; "A
membership in the club and entitles you to receive Christmas Proposal," F>lward F. Garesche; "The
the full set of twenty volumes at once. Then you pay First Jesuit," Rev. Joseph McSorley, C. S. P.; "Father
*:; or S4 a month, according to the style of binding Salvator's Penitent "; "Snowfiakes," a poem by Rev.
W. P. Cantwell; " Seminarians as Soldiers "; " Hollychosen, until the complete set is paid for.
Eve," E. M. Lynch; "The Holy See and the Jews,"
The writers represented in the Rosary for December Elizabeth Raymond Barker; "F'atherHeckei's Maxims
are John Tracy Jones, Alice Milligan, Anna C. Minogue, for the Apostolate of the Press"; "In Memoriam,'
Charles Hanson Towne, Countess de Courson, Hope W. L. S.; " Reminiscences of a Catholic Crisis in EngLesnrt, John A. F'oote. Mary West, M. F. B., " Koseland Fifty Years Ago," Rev. 0. L. Walworth.
The December Forum opens

us "A British

"

;"

"

I
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Editor Review :
For the past few numbers I have been reading some
very pointed epistles on " Unity among Catholics."
"C. R's." caustic remarks seem to have aroused considerable comment, and to have elicited some adverse
criticism. The truth is always very unpalatable to a
certain coterie of apathetic Catholics who like to hoodwink their consciences into the conviction that they
are performing their duty. I think you are doing a
great work in exposing the errors under which such
benighted individuals are laboring. That there is a
large number of Catholics in every city who fail to
recognize their responsibility is a fact which no obser.
vant person can gainsay.
Their parents, being obliged to immigrate to this
country to improve their situation, have suffered many
insults and made many sacrifices that their boys might
have the advantages, not only of a good secular, but
also a sound religious training. What return have
they made for all this affection and sacrifice? Most of
them use the secular education they have received for
their own personal aggrandizement, and leave the
Church to shift for herself. Where are all our graduates of Catholic colleges ? Do they reduce to practice
the code of morals that has been so patiently drilled
into them by their professors? How many of them
are monthly communicants? Some, while in their
college course, received Holy Communion frequently.
Where are they now? Human respect, that has sent
so many to hell, keeps them from the altar. Some time
ago I asked a young man to join a sodality which requires its members to receive, every three months.
His reply was, " That is too often. I only go once a
year."
Look at Mr. 8., who spent his childhood and youth
in a Catholic college. He does not even make his
Easter duty. Now what I want to emphasize is this,
that the young men who have enjoyed special advantages ought to realize their responsibilities to the community and parish in which they reside. An educated
man with fluency of speech and good address is bound
to exercise an influence over a number of others. Woe
be to him if that influence is poisoned by bad example,
or by neglecting to do work that his position requires
him to do '. Many are damned by sins of omission, as
well as by sins of commission. God will not hold the
young man of brilliant or moderate parts guiltless,
who stands with his arms akimbo, and sees his Christian brothers rushing to destruction without lifting
his hand or raising a warning voice. If the sole end
of education is to give us more extensive means to fill
our pockets with gold, then I say, let a law be enacted
for the destruction of the alphabet. It would have
been a great deal better if their parents had sent them
to work at an early age, instead of wearing themselves
out in giving them an education.
How many men of education do we find assisting
the priest in Sunday-school, or helping to raise the
funds for the parish ? There are three things that are
destroying our young men, viz., pride, politics, and
immorality. Pride absorbs all their Christian charity,
and prevents them from doing anything which would
compromise their own conception of dignity. They
can not look up to God, and see shining in His coun
tenance His unbounded love for all men without exception. They can not turn over the pages of history
and see, standing out in bold relief, the noble names
of O'Connell and Ozanam. One stood out before the
world as the valiant champion of a despised religion,
and the other, with his heart aglow with Christian
love and humility, entered the hovels of the poor, to
inspire them with hope in God. You can not explain
to a proud man his duty, for he knows everything;
The priest may appeal to him to awaken from his
lethargy, but he will answer by harsh criticism, or say
that he is behind the times. He recognizes no authority but his own inflated will. Like Pharaoh of
old, he says " Who is the Lord, that I should hear
His voice, and let Israel go? I know not the Lord,
neither will I let Israel go." He will not let his ambitions, whether they be lawful or not, be forfeited,
even if his honor and faith should be lost. The words
of the Scripture can not fail to be verified sooneror
later "Though thou be exalted as an eagle, and thou
set thy nest among the stars ; thence will I bring thee
?

:

:
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on political economy. But as soon as he enters the
arena, he casts aside these cumbersome materials as
impractical and oldfashioned. Sitting up till late hours
of the night, drinking, smoking, and scheming, he
ekes out an artificial existence, until the end comes,
sad and sudden. A prominent Bostonian some time
ago told me that two of the most brilliant young men
he everknew were sent to untimely graves by the terrible wear and tear of politics. If a priest should ask
such a young man to lend a hand at parish work, the
excuse would be, no time. He has no time for anything except to ride roughshod over the sacred prin-
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If we can do all this, we can gather men around the
altar of God, and impress on them the fact that strong
faith and love are the most powerful antidotes against
physical and moral decay. Catholic unity must be
founded on the love of God and holy Church. Famil-

iarity with her teachings, and the prominent part she
has played in establishing and promoting civilization,
will make our people proud that they are Catholics.
The press and the pulpit can not then make wild
statements about her doctrines without having them
triumphantly refuted by able and willing hands.
Keep up the agitation, and perhaps some practical
ciples of honor and religion, to the goal of his ambition. and God-fearing man will succeed in rousing these ten
Now if some sensible man took this young sapling million Catholics, so that they will stand up and be
Essex.
as soon as he leaves high school or college, and gave counted.
him sound advice, he would save body and soul. If
he told him that his educationis not yet complete, that Editor Review:
he has only received the outline, that he should study
I have read the Catholic unity letters with much inmen and history until his intellect becomes more terest. I have been glad
to see our laity interested in
mature, he would confer a lasting favor on him, and Church matters.
C. R." expressed some good ideas,
"
probably make a useful man of him. Many of the but his letter was marred by its scolding, fault-finding
young men get the idea firmly fixed in their brains that tone and unjust generalizations. I have seen and
no one can be in politics withoutbeing dishonest, and
heard of too many bright and alert Catholic lawyers
hence, instead of showing how false that theory is, to admit that the Catholic bar does not compare favorthey early become skilled in the ways of dishonesty. ably with any other lawyers. A bar that numbers
Why are so many of our Catholic men in public life of among its members, either now or in the past,
such
such little consequence ? The answer is, because they men as Judge McManus and John O'Neil here in
Condo not know anything. They have a glib tongue, can necticut, or Charles O'Conor, the Coudert
Brothers,
entertain an audience with a few vague and meaningRichard O'Gorman or William Hildreth Field or
less platitudes, but as soon as questions like the tariff, Bourke Cockran in New York, is not to be despised.
our relations with foreign powers, the history of our Then for
our Catholic women, I will only say that I
treaties, and their results, and bimetalism, arise for should like to know what our priests would do, when
intelligent discussion, they are obliged to be dumb or they are trying to coax money out of their people by
be ridiculed. Then, especially since the latewar, there means of a fair, without the women and girls.
are questions affecting the Church in our colonies,
Finally, however, "A. K." has struck a true note,
and what do they know about them ? They think hit the nail on the bead, when he says that the
Church
more about carrying a ward caucus than standing up herself is the great fundamental organization. And
for the liberties and rights of the Church. The Church the
first thing is to inspire people more and more with
and her rights could be dragged in the dust, and few a great love for, and hearty loyalty to, this Church.
laymen would enter a protest. A few years ago, Make them feel proud and happy to be
Catholics.
through bigotry and prejudice, the government withMake them zealous to live up to the spirit and teachdrew almostall the grants to Indian schools, and ten ing of the Church and seek to propagate the Catholic
million Catholics had hardly a single voice to faith. Now, it seems to me that the impetus to
acchampion their cause. The Church is being pillaged complish this result must come from
the priest. No
in the Philippines, and religion is being banished from doubt the clergy are a hard-worked body of
men,
the schools in Cuba, and the Catholics as a body are many of them suffering real hardships, and nearly all
as silent as if they had all suddenly dropped into the dying in the harness, comparatively young. One
Atlantic. Wake up, Catholic laymen, or the curse of rarely sees a gray-haired priest. But a great many of
God will pursue you, and the faith for which your them are not enthusiastic and zealous in their work.
fathers died will be handed over to another and an They are
too perfunctory. They are not on fire themalien generation ! We may be told to be patient, but selves, and so they don't enkindle
others. Now and
patience sometimes is cowardice. The Y/ankee admires then we see a priest who has this apostolic zeal and
courage whenever he sees it. The young men, if prufire, one who is thoroughly up to his work and inter,
dent and courageous, would not forfeit the good ested in it, and the result is that he gets his people inopinion of their non-Catholic friends and even if they terested in and makes them support whatever he
addid, can they not suffer anything for the faith of vocates. Let priests, more of them, have this spirit,
Christ ? Were such persecution directed against Prot- let them bring to their work the same zeal and devoestants, how soon would American Protestants unite, tion that the successful merchant does to his business.
and by ceaseless agitation and political solidarity teach Let
them keep their people instructed in their rethe persecutors the true meaning of the Constitution. ligion, on the nature and endowments of the Church,
But the saddest of all causes is immorality. The ink on her history. As the different Church festivals and
almost dries on the pen as I attempt to portray the ter- saints' days come around, talk to the people on the
rible ravages of impurity. There is no sin against subjects suggested. Let them see that each church
which Scriptures have such awful invectives as this. has as good a choir as is practicable, and an altar soRead the terriblewordsof St. Paul (I. CorinthiansVI., 9) ciety. Then they should support the Catholic press.
"Do not err; neither adulterers shall possess the KingOccasionally urge their people to take some good Cathdom of God," and again (Job, XXX., 12): This is a olic newspaper. Try to bring it about that there is
"
heinous crime, and a most grievous iniquity. It is a fire one in every family in the parish. Our press is not
that devoureth even to destruction, and rooteth up all half supported. You, Mr. Editor, have told us what
things that spring." You travel through a tract of your experience is. Of course our papers should be
country and you see everything parched and dried up, made as attractive as possible. There is one Protestant
and you ask the reason of this sad spectacle; you are paper I see sometimes, which gives additional interest
told that no rain has fallen for months. Thus the to its pages by attractive illustrations, art subjects,
grain that was planted was dried up before it could churches and cathedrals, and portraits of men and
yield fruit, because all the moisture too soon departed. women in whom its readers are interested. I often
So are the souls of many young men dried up and wish we had one like it. I think our papers are somedistorted, because the dew of God's grace does not times too acrimonious. I know they have abundant
moisten them. They yield no fruit but that which de- provocation after reading their Protestant exchanges,
serves to be cast into the fire. The young men of this but it doesn't pay, abuse doesn't. Our laity
don't
generation seem almost accursed. Unless they conlike it, either. Argument is always more forcible when
trol their passions by the power of the Sacraments, courteous and good-natured.
they will wither from the face of the earth. Many of
If I had space I should like to say what I think
them move in a circle that has no respect for women, about our neglect to do anything for the Propagation
but to their shame are they led astray, for they are a of the Faith. Never one word about missions, except
chosen generation, and a knighted people. Let them when once a year a perfunctory collectionis taken up
remember that the immoral man has lost respect for for the Indians and negroes. Also our failure to do
his mother and sisters. How can he look them in the anything to make our services offer some one feature
face and continue his vile career? Now, you will ask intelligible to non-Catholics who sometimes drop in.
me, what has all this to do with Catholic unity ? AsWhy not have, as they do in England, a " Manual of
wer If we can teach our young men, Ist., that hu- Prayers for Congregational Use" with short extra
mility is one of the virtues that must draw us nearer liturgical services and in due time congregational
to Christ, and that it does not necessarily discourage singing?
energy or laudible ambition, and that it is not derogaTo conclude, I agree with "A. K." that(after making
tory to honor or manhood ; 2nd., That he might just due allowance for the great work our Church is doing)
as well throw himself into a caldron of boiling oil as we need rousing from our lethargy and urging to putpolitics, before he is equipped by study, observation ting into practice the teachings of our bishops at the
and experience; 3rd., That a pure and chaste genera- Council of Baltimore. And I believe that just in pro?

;

down, saith the Lord."
Now for a second consideration, viz., politics.
Scarcely has the young man emerged from college, or
high school, than he is immediately engulfed in the
throes of politics. It would not be much worse if he
committed suicide. Fresh from the classroom, with
his mind stored with a few facts, he believes that the
stream of human activity has been stagnant until he
appeared on the scene. Before he is old enough to
comb his own hair properly, he learns how to put up a
deal, and his father laughs at his darling's prospects
for future promotion. Perhaps he has made a course tion is blessed of heaven and earth, and that immoralof ethics in a Catholic college, and heard some lectures ity is accursed of both.

:

portion as the priests show apostolic zeal the people
will follow them,
v7.
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Wools Hole, Mass., Nov. 6, 1H(KI.
Dear Uncle Jack:
I have been wanting to write to you for
a long time, but did not get around to it
?

until now.

Inclosed you will find a post-ollice orde r
for four dollars, which will pay for my
subscription for this year and the coming

UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH
THE BOYS AND GIRLS
Lynn, Mass., Nov. 10, 18*0.

\u25a0

one.
I entered high school last September.and
my studies are algebra, Latin, physical

Dear Uncle Jack :?
It is so long since we have written, I
suppose you have forgotten us, but we have geography and English literature.
Now Uncle Jack, I will tell you a little
not forgotten you. St. Mary's Chapter still
about Woods Hole. It is a very small vil
exists, with nine members.
As one of the member* has moved out of lage \\ ith comparatively few Catholic fain,
the neighborhood, we have enrolled two ilies in it, and it is nearly surrounded by
other members, whose names are Edward water.
In the summer time we have a great
aud Oliver Hamel, and wish you wou'il
send us two more membership cards. We many city people, and most of them are
have made new rules which will lie ob- wealthy. And it makes things very pleasant. But in the fall, when they all go back
served by all the members. We will ento the city, Woods Hole is very loDesome.
close a copy of the rules.
I remain
Sincerely yours,
Your loving niece,
St. Mary's Chaitk.ic.
GEonaiANA Duff.
is
Chapter
The report from St. Mary's
Is
Georgiaua
sure
Woods
Hole is not
very encouraging. Uncle Jack notes that
lonesome? Sometimes
unnecessarily
the last letter from the Founder is dated young folks
who live in country places
March 2. That means that the members
with city people on
come
in
contact
and
have learned what perseverance means.
a summer holiday get the idea that good
to
good
thing
is
another
Enthusiasm
only to city folks, or
cultivate, although, of course, you may times are possible
in the city it's a sort of perpetual
that
much
good
have
too
even
of
a
sometimes
holiday and nobody is ever lonely. It is
thing, as the boy who was given a fortyin the city
pound box of peanut brittle found out. possible to be much lonelier
where
there
is so
country,
than
in
the
When a person is too enthusiastic at
much to see and where one may have
and
tires
soon,
tired
very
gets
first, he
the birds and beasts and woods for
other people, too, sometimes.
friends, as well as one's human neighStaten Island, N. V., Nov. lfi, 1898.
bors. Young folks in the country very
Dear Uncle Jack :
often miss their opportunities for pleasThis is myfirst letter to you. I have been ure because they judge things always by
nutting this year a number of times and I city standards. Perhaps the Woods
like it very much. 1 like hickory nuU and Hole young folks aren't that sort. Very
chestnuts also. When the leaves fall the
they have a little reading circle
boys make a big pile and then jump into likely
which
meets
at the members'housesand
them.
interesting
I saw a great number of squirrels this they keep a record of all the
autumn, and the woods are full of them. things about Woods Hole, its ancient
Some of the trees I know are the maple, history, its geological peculiarities and
oak, ash, pine, birch, poplar, white birch, the like. And no doubt they know just
willow, cherry, beech and hickory. Some what birds stay all winter and which
of the birds I see are the robin, hawk, ttir_ ones stop for a few weeks on their semit'e dove, highho!e, bluebird, swam[)-robin > annual migration and those which repewee and tit.
main all summer. Can't Georgiana start
Some of the books I have read are Black
some interest in the league of Defenders
Works,
of
Imitation
Beauty, Cooper's
among the young folks of the Catholic
Christ, Andersen's, Grimm's, La Bourlaye's, The Child's Own Fairy Tales. The families? Uncle Jack will be glad to
Building of the Nation. I have a pel dog, send her membership cards.
his name is "Major "; he is an Irish setter
Revere, Mass., Oct. 30, WM.
Uncle Jack, please tell me some books to
get out of the library. I would like to be. Ueur Uncle Jack
It is a long time since I wrote you my
come a member. I'lease send me a memlast letter, so I thought I would write now.
bership coupon.
I have formed a Chapter with eleven memYour loving nephew,
bers. We had our first meeting last
Jamks O'l'kii.i.v.
Thursday. The members voted to call our
Does James mean that he wishes to
Chapter St. Vincent dc Paul's Chapter.
become a member of the league of HeWe voted to hold a meeting every two
fenders of the Holy Name ? Uncle .lack weeks, and each member to pay two cents
will be glad to send him a membership a week to the treasurer, and every time
card and cards for any of his friends any member's tongue slipped or said a bid
who are willing to do what they can to word to pay one cent. Here is the Deput down the detestablehabit of cursing fender's promise signed by all themembers.
JoSKI'HINE M.KCDONAI.D,
aud swearing. Has James read any of
Founder and Secretary.
Molly Elliott Seawell's works? They are
Jack
has
sent a membership
Uncle
likely to be in some of the Staten Island
card
for each of the members. He will
if
it,
he
mentions
Probably
libraries.
of
Vincent
the librarian will get John Gilmary Shea's be glad to print a picture St.
in
dc
Paul's
Chapter.
Indians
the
" Missions Among the
United States." Translations of the
Norwood, Mass., Nov. 11, ISM.
"Jesuit Relations" are in nearly all the Dear Uncle Jack:?
public libraries now, and most of Uncle
I think it is about time for me to write
Jack's boys are old enough to like them and let you know about our Chapter. We
They're the stories of the missionaries had our first meeting the second of Septold by themselves in their reports to tember. All the members wen- not prestheir superiors in France, you know. ent, as three of them had not returned
from their vacation. We had the meeting
They were written in French, but reat half past two o'clock in the afternoon.
cently they have been translated into
We first said the league prayer. Then we
English. "The Life of Frederick Oza- sang "Jesus lientlest Saviour.'' "Holy
nam," by Kathleen O'Meara, may be in | God, We I'raise Thy X;iuie," " bright
the library, and perhaps"Cardinal Newijuecn of Heaven." We thought we would
man" and "Lady Butler," by Wilfred read a while. Each one reail a different
?

.
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Meynell. .Maybe they're a bit grown-up
yet for James, but he'll come to them
soon, and he might try St. George
Mivart's "Nature and Thought," at the
same time. If these are all rather appalling, he may try Mrs. Oliphant's
"Makers of Florence." That will start
him inquiring about some very interesting people. By the way, has he read
Lather Finn's stories? Most boys like
Rudyard Kipling's " Jungle Books."
Elbridge Brooks' books are very good.

Our Future
How to Get a Badge and Manual.
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from a book. The name of the book
Father
Grussi. After the
all said the
Lord's Prayer and the Hail Mary. Then
they all went home.
We had our next meeting the third Friday in October. We first said the League
prayer; then we had our voting. Eight
of the members voted to have our Chapter
named St. Agnes. One was for St.
Catherine, one for St. Elizabeth and two
for St. Cecilia, so we thought we would
name it for St. Agnes, as she had the most
votes. After the voting we sang "Dear
A delicious dessert for
Guardian of Mary," " The Love of Jesus,"
HOLIDAY DINNERS
"Hail,
Mercy,"
Day
by
Day,"
Mother of
"Heavenly
"
Just as good and pure as the
Queen." After the singing two
choicest fruits, fine seasoning
of the members read a sketch of the life of
St. Agnes; after they got through the rest
and our 40 years experience
of the members read a hook about " Bessy,
can make it.
or the Fatal Consequence of Tilling Lies."
Put up in convenient size
Another book we read is " Marcelle," a
key
opening cans
ready to
true story by Lady Blanche Murphy ; it is
serve. Ask your grocer.
a very nice book. We like reading and
singing very much. I received the membership cards and I thank you very much
Libby, McNeill & Libby, Chicago.
for them. I have two new members. I
I'ree, New edition "How to Make Goo.l Thincs to
KM
will send their League Promises. You sent
me five membership cards and I only used
in mi?\u25a0
mi
three, and I had two left for the two new
members, so you need not send any this
time. They are nice members. This is all they believed the island offered a field
I shall write this time. I will let you for their labors. He will begin work
know about the other meetings later on. I along with a Rev. A. Dc Barritt, who
have fourteen members in my Chapter.
claims to have already a small congreYour loving niece,
gation. Dc Barritt had a row with a
Makoakkt Cibran.
Cuban ministerial associate last spring
Margaret's accounts of her Chapter's and also with people in the United
doings is very good indeed. That was States who were furnishing him funds.
an excellent idea to have a sketch of the They claimed that all he was working for
name saint of the Chapter. Uncle Jack was money. He advertised for people
story

is

," by the Rev.
" Drops of Hone}-reading
we

?

\u25a0'
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wonders if the members wouldn't like
to have " Fabiola," by Cardinal Wiseman, read aloud at the meetings. It
would require several meetings to finish
the story, but there is a beautiful Agnes
in it. Perhaps Miss Sadlier's "Women
of Catholicity " would interest them.
And they ought to be able to find some
appropriate poems

among

Adelaide

i?r

to send their laundry to his headquarters so as to give work to destitute
Cuban people. While he did turn some
of this laundry over to poor people he
gave the greater part to a laundry company and was paid a commission for so
doing. This the laundry people themselves told me. An estimable young
Spanish lady told me that this same Dc

Procter's or Eleanor Donnelly's. Uncle Barritt came into their house and told
Jack hopes they will learn "Lead Kindly her that she should become a Protestant, for she could not be a Catholic and
Light," which is one of the finest hymns at
the same time be good.
ever written.
The announcement of Father SbarI'm i.c Jack.
retti's appointment as bishop of Havana
to the Cubanswas rather disappointing,
OUR CUBAN CORRESPONDENCE. but Americans generally considir it a
wise appointment.
Havana, Cuba, Nov. L' 4, 1890.
Editor Review :
As the cables have announced, Alexis
Everett Frye, formerly of Boston, but
lately of the West, California 1 believe,
has been appointed superintendent of
schools of Cuba, a new office created
within the department of justice and
public instruction, giving him charge of
the details of primary and normal instruction only. The intention is, of
course, to exclude religious instruction
from the schools of Cuba iv the same
manner that it is in the United States.
Mr. Frye has already appointed more
than eight hundred teachers, all Cubans,
and, therefore, presumably Catholic.
Although there are a great many "freethinkers" among the Cubans, itcau not
be said that the Cuban authorities show
any animosity towards the Church during these times, except we understand
by the "Church" the Spanish bishops
aud priesthood. These they look upon
as their former oppressors, and, in their
dislikes, put them in the same category
?

with Spanish officeholders. The Cuban
authorities are inclined to spite themselves upon the Spanish priesthood, but
a Cuban priest commands their respect.
The impression I have received from
conversations with persons closely associated with the American authorities is
that they, from General Brooke down,
look upon the Spanish priesthood in
much the same unjust light, and are
ready to second the Cubans in their opposition to them.
The Key. E. I*. Herrick, who was recently

appointed superintendent

of the

mission work of the Congregational
churches in Cuba, arrived in Havana
this week, ami will make his headquarters here. He visited three provinces of
Cuba last spring, in company with another minister, and they reported that
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON.

Office: 75 Union Park Street, Boston, Mass.

Diocesan Director: Rev. Joseph Y. Tracy, D. D.

on the day of special commemoration of the deceased
members of the committee, or the Band to which he
belongs ; 11. On the day of one's admittance to the
Association; 13. At the hour of death, by invoking, at
least in the heart, the sacred name of Jesus ; 14. The
favor of the Privileged Altar for every Mass said in
the name of an Associate for a deceased member,
Children who are members of the Association, but
have not made their First Communion, may gain the
in alms for the missions, at least five cents monthly above Indulgences by performing some pious work
or sixty cents a year. This offering is to be made appointed by their confessor.
through the regular organization of the Association.
11. Partial Indulgences. 1. Seven years and seven
quarantines every time An Associate performs, in aid
s\jm
j irry rrm'KT
VIIWA.JSI/,A
HUJS.
of the Society, any work of devotion or charity; 1.
In each community Bands are formed, each JOO days ?
time an Associate assists at the
band consisting of ten or more persons. Ihe Pro- Triduum
on the 3rd of May and 3rd of December; 3.
moter or Head of a band collects the offerings of its
100 days m
time
an Assoc ;ate recites Our Father
member, and turns them over to the Parochial or and HaU Mary togel her with the invocation of St.
Diocesan Director, as the case may be. In many Frauds Xavier
parishes the Promoters meet from time to time in
All these in dulRe nces. both plenary and partial,
order to report and to devise the best means to fur- are app Hcable to the
souls in Purgatory; an* all have
tner the Association.
been approved of by his Grace, the Most Reverend

OBJECT OF THE ASSOCIATION.
To promote the evangelizing of non-Catholic peopie* by the prayers and contributions of the faithful.
CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP.
1. Torecite for the above intention, formed once
for all, the Our Father and Hail Mary of the mornbig or evening prayers, adding the following invocation : St. Francis Xavier, prayfor us. 2. To give,

.

. .
.

Archbishop.

ANNALS.

Letter, from the missionaries of the Association
are collected and published every other month in the
Annals, a copy of which is sent gratuitously to every
collector of ten contributions or Promoter, and he, or
the, is expected to pass it around to the other members In succession, after which it becomes his or her

property.
SPWCIAI FFASTS

EXTRAORDINARY ASSOCIA'IES.

1. Those who contribute $6.00 a year, thereby acquiring the right to receive for their own exclusive use
of the Annals. 2. All who contribute a sum
copy
a
0 f money not less than $40.00 for the purpose of establishing a permanent fund, thus becoming members
in perpetuity. These may enjoy the above spiritual
favors and indulgencesperpetually,provided that they
bB e? the oth conditions prescribed to the As-

"°°

"

The Association has selected as times of special
t 0 t
Th
Catholic, of every age and of both sexe, are ad'H 1t
the 3rd,
the anniversary
1m of the Holy Cross May\k
mernbe shi and all are earnestly ?.
of its foundatu? in i8«; a The feast of St Francis horted
join h A?
There is certainly a
patron
the 3rd,
of the Association.
*?.
Xavier.
December
_?, ?l ;?u
1
.=-*^?*
lesson
tor
the zeal
which actuates t>?
Protestant
a~
.
,~
A»
r
;
«
*i,«
,
u
u.... cele«i/-w_ .u
*\u25a0
* us in
has
On
these <.two? days the Association
a Mass
denommations
to contribute more than Un millicn
brated m every parish in which the work is regularly
propagation
fQf
of
their
beliefs>
a
organized.
We have the true (aUh and we dail pray Thy king
SPIRITUAL FAVORS.
dom come; yet to the extent of how many dollars
1. Severalthousand Masses are offered up every
and cents yearly do we aid the coming of that kingyear by the missionaries, for the intention of the liv- dom among heathen peoples? Our missioners, heroic
men, constantly tell of the marvelous results they
ing and the deceased members of the Association. 2.
Summary of the Indulgences which may be gained by could effect, had they the means; from whom must
all the Associates, f. Plenary Indulgences. 1, On these means come ?In due proportion from us; in
the feast of the Finding of the Holy Cross, May 3 ; that proportion there rests upon us through the providence of Almighty God, responsibility for the Church's
1. On the feast of St. Francis Xavier, Dec. 3; 3. On
Blessed Virgin, more or less complete fulfilment in our time of its
the feast of the Annunciation of theAssumption,
Aug. mission to teach all nations. Whatever we give for
4. On the feast of the
March 25;
15 ;5. On any day within the octaves of the above this end is given to God, and will be returned unto us
feasts; 6. On the feast of the Epiphany, Jan. 6 7. a hundred-fold. "Give and it shall be given unto you
On the feast of St. Michael, Sept. 29; 8. On all good measure and pressed down and shaken together
feasts of the Apostles; 9. Every month, on any two and running over shall they give into your bosom."
days chosen by the Associates ; 10. Once a year, on (Lukevi. 38.)
the day of the general commemoration of all the dcForPromoter's blanks, tracts, or information about
ceased members of the Association ; 11. Once a year, the Association, apply to the Diocesan Director.
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has been received at
the Home Office of The Prudential. So deeply impressed upon the minds of all Americans is the habit of
ascribing to The Prudential the chief characteristic of
the great Rock, STRENGTH, that the letter had been
forwarded without question or delay by the postal authorities. Another evidence of the fame of

|
|

§|
|§

I

\u25a0 THE PRUDENTIAL

INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
Home Office: Newark, N. J.
John f. dryden. President

|

:

EST" Parochial Directors and Secretaries of Branches of the Association are respectfully requested to send reports of meetings, appointments of new Promoters, and other
items of interest for the Associates to the Diocesan Director for publication in the
REVIEW. If the mines of deceased Promoters are forwarded they will be printed, so
that l/ieir souts may nave the benefit of the prayers of all the members.
NOTICE. Promoters and other persons
whose names are printed in these columns
are apt to get begging letters in behalf of
?

various objects, from parties outside of the
Archdiocese. Prudence suggests that no
notice be taken of these appeals, unless they
have received the usual diocesan approbation.

OFFICIAL NOTICE.
It will be a great convenience for the
central oflice of the Association in the
diocese if the different Branches can
forward the last offerings for the current

;

year before Dec. 27 the annual report
can then be immediately prepared, and
all moneys forwarded to Baltimore before the closing of the accounts of the
various dioceses on .lan. 10.

Monthly Branch Reports.

St. Theresa's, West Roxbury.
Pastor,

Numberof Promoters,
:S00; organized LJ9B.
November offering,

Rev. P. F. Jloyle.
2(>;

of members,
(13.46

?

St. George's, Saxonville.

Pastor, Ret-. P. li. Murphy.
Number of Promoters, 15 ; of members,
150; organized September, 1899,
November offerings,
$7.50
\u25a0i

?

St. Joseph's, West End.

-

Rev. William Byrne,D.D., V.Q.
Number of Promoters, To; of members, 900; organized February, [899.
Director, Rev. John F. Keleher.
November offerings,
|28.10
Pastor, Very

\u25a0

St. Francis dc Sales, Roxbury.

Pastor, Rev. P. J. Duly.
Number of Promoters, 123; of members, 1,240; organized April, 1899. Director, Rev. C. J. Herlihy.

Octoberand Novemberofferings, 186.76

St. Peter's, Dorchester.

paitor, Rrr. Peter Ronan.
; f members,
Number of Promoters, X 4 o
1,000 ; organized 1898.
October and Novemberorleri ngs, 162.011

Branch Number XXXVII.
Promoters :
Miss Clare Lyons
John Burke
Miss Annie Buchanan
Miss Margaret Lyons

Miss Mary Bligh
Miss Nellie Lee
Miss Mary Burke
Miss Frances Lee
Brawley
Charles F.
Miss Margaret Maichen
Miss Mar aret M. Blood Miss Bertha Murray
Miss Katherine Caffey
Miss. Mary G. Martin
MissTe-esa Conway
Mrs. Annie Marks
Miss Catherine Corcoran Miss Elizabeth Moran
Miss Mary Conroy
Mrs. Mary A. Murphy
Miss Annie G. Canning Miss A. L. Moran
Miss Annie C. Cecconi
Miss Margaret Mulrenan
Miss Sophia Cecconi
Mrs. Catherine Morrissey
Miss Ntllie Cusick
Miss Celia Murphy
Mi«s Mary Cotter
Miss Grace Munier
Miss Clara Carroll
Randall McDonald
Miss Teresa Carroll
Mrs. Annie McKenzie
Miss Margaret Carroll
Miss Martha McElroy
Miss Mary E. Crosby
Mrs. Mary McDonald
William H Carherry, Jr. Miss Mary McDaniel
Miss Bessie Coulahan
Miss Catherine McHugh
Miss Katie Dowling
Miss Catherine McCabe
William McCarthy
Miss Agnes Deveney
Miss Annie McCarthy
Miss Annie F. Daley
Miss Emily McCarthy
Miss Teresa Donavan
Miss Margaret Downey Miss Kate McKenzie
Miss Margaret McNulty
Miss Annie Doherty
Miss Annie Dunlea
Miss Teresa McCormick
Miss Teresa Daley
Miss Annie M. McGuvern
Miss Mary L. Dow
Miss Agnes M. McDonald
Miss Mary Driscoll
Miss Mary L. McCormick
Miss Ellen Doherty
Miss Mary O'Connor
Miss Ellen D mnelly
Mrs. *Vnna Ochs
Miss Minnie Donahue
Mrs. Daniel O'Kane
Miss Sabina Egan
Miss Gertrude O'Driscoll
Mrs. T. M. Ferris
Miss Margaret O'Brien
Miss Annie E. Fay
Miss Nora O'Regan
Miss Louise Fernands
Miss Elizabeth O'Brien
Miss Margaret Glennon Miss Margaret O'Brien
William Gately
Miss Anna O'Brien
Miss Alice B. Goodrich Miss Clara O'Sullivan
GilliganMiss
Miss Catherine Y.
Helen Power
Miss Margaret E. Grady Miss Elizabeth Queeney
Mrs. Catherine Goodwin Mrs. Anna Quirk
Miss Margaret Goodwin Arthur Rogers
Mrs. Bridget Griffen
Miss Philomena Reed
Miss Margaret Gordon
Miss Mary Ronan
Miss Annie E. Haggerty Miss Margaret Regan
Mrs. Margaret Reardon
John L. Heinzman
MUs Marion RobilJard
Miss Lucy Hobbs
Miss Margaret Hassett
Miss Maria Reed
Miss Mary Han'ey
Miss Lizzie Sharkey
Miss Alice Starkey
Miss Anna Harmon
Winifred
Hunt
Miss Mary Stevens
Mrs.
Miss AnnaM. Spillane
BfiM Catherine Hickey
Kenney
Miss Anna T. Sproules
Margaret
Mss
Miss Mary A. Starkey
Miss Maria Keiley
Miss Mary A Sheehin
Miss Teresa Korman
Miss Hirriet Kingsbury Miss Katie Sartori*
Keiley
Miss Ellen T. Sullivan
Miss Annie
Miss Grace Vigners
Miss Mary Kcenan
Mus Agnes Whelen
Mrs. H. F. Keiley
Miss Kate Walsh
Miss Catherine Kieran
Miss Sadie A. Kilduff
Miss Annie L. Walsh
Ms. Ellen Kennedy
Miss Louise Yendley
Miss Julia Leonard

A young Christian, a native, has accompanied them, to be at the same time
their choir-boy and cook. Later he will
act as interpreter, since he will have
The following letter from the brave learned the language before them. The
prefect apostolic of Upper Niger contains people watch them building their first
edifying and consoling details on the shelter, erecting their temporary chapel,
tracing the first ridges in their small garprogress of the faith in the Niger terriden, as much astonished as if they were
tories.
looking upon spirits returned from the
Letter of Father Zappa, Prefect other world.
of Upper Niger, to
The first time they celebrate the Holy
Very Reverend Father Planque, Mysteries publicly, a curious crowd
Superior General of the Society presses into the chapel not large enough
of African Missions of Lyons.
to hold all; the first time they preach
Saint Joskph OF Assaba,
the Gospel the people listen with lively
Sept. 20. attention ; they might almost believe
In sending you the statement for the that the seed has fallen on good ground,
year, we thank God that He has per- and that they will soon reap a rich harmitted us to note figures which, though vest. But it is written that the divine
still small, especially in comparison with seed produces fruit only in patience.
our desires, are nevertheless more enThe hour of trial, in fact, is not late in
couraging and nearly twice as large as coming, and only a small number will
throw oil' the yoke of superstition, the
those of last year. The number of con- inheritance
of their ancestors.
versions of adults surpasses that of all
This is the history of the beginning of
that
other years, and the catechumens
each of our stations. It is not surprispress around the missionary to receive ing, therefore, if we ourselves aremoved,
instruction and submit to the long term as if witnessing a miracle, when we see
(From Nov.-Dec. Annals).

PREFECTURE APOSTOLIC OF
UPPER NIGER.

fApostolle

of trial set before them, are so many
that we may expect a rich harvest. The
angels that have gone to swell the celestial host are likewise greater in number

than for past years. Catholic marriages,
the indispensable foundation of all
Christian society, have also increased,
and give pagans the eloquentspectacle of
a holy union.
However, we are far from realizing the
results which we desire.
Results.?First Difficulties and First /lopes.
How often have we not thought of the
happiness of the missionary in more
fortunate localities when, on the annual
visits through his district, he is surrounded by a crowd of Christians anxious to receive the bread that sustains
confessors and makes martyrs.
With us thereis no such manifestation.
In our long journeys, made already painful by a burning sun and violent storms
that bend and uproot venerable trees,
the inclemencies of the climate are a
thousand times milder than the atmosphere infected by paganism, which we
are forced to breathe. It is our lot to be
among a people with whom everything
Is God but (iod Himself. Two missionaries came to an idolatrous tribe, among
whom in the memory of man the name
I of Jesus Christ had never been heard.
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THE SACRED HEART REVIEW.

faithful discharge of the duties of
his position, and among his fellow
workers he enjoyed the friendship
EDMUND PHELAN, TOTAL
of all whose friendship was worth
ABSTAINER.
having. He was always foremost in
DBAY.MCCARTHY.
effort for the betterment of
every
He spent himself for others. Every deed
labor.
other
people's
remembering
Was done
need :
He was one with the workers, side
And all his thoughts, and all the words he "
by side."
spake
Temperance.

Were Heldom for his own, but others' sake.
Simple he was and trustworthy and true,
His life an open page to all men's view.
And on the page thus open there was not
Of one unmanly trait a single blot.
No price he set upon the deeds he wrought,
No fame lie wanted anil no praise he sought.
But modestly he labored without cease
Evil to lessen, goodness to increase.
Like to the Master Whom he loved and
served
His heart was gentle. Yethe never swerved,

As a Catholic his life was an example to all. He gave no grudging
allegiance to the Church, but loyally and cheerfully performed the
duties of his station in life. This
spirit of modest and unassuming
piety was one of the most beautiful

traits in his nature. At the time of
his death he was a member of the
Young Men's Sodality of the ImmacWhate'er might he the cost, to still pursue
ulate
Conception Church, and of
The course approving conscience said was
true.
Name Society of St. PatHoly
the
This was the character of him that's dead, rick's Church, Roxbury.
To the
And this the manner of the life he led.
the
letter
of
these
spirit
as well as to
And yet. full oft, against this Christ-like
man,
he was as faithful as
organizations
The tide of enmity and slander ran.
man might be.
Because he hated wrong and wrong's disHis love for Ireland was sincere.
play?
Because what others felt he dared to say,
He had his enemies. But every friend
Who knew him loved him to the very end.

And now that he is goneforeverinore
The cause he fought for, stronger than liefore,
Will live and thrive while yet one comrade breathes
Upon the martyr-memory he bequeathes.
?

?

This is the message that his soul would
send
Then onward with his cause until the end?
Until the day of craven hearts is past
And true men come unto their own, at last!

DEATH OF EDMUND PHELAN.

The Church lost a faithful and
consistent member, the state a simple and straightforward citizen, the
temperance movement an earnest advocate, the cause of united labor a
tireless worker, and Irish nationality a true adherent, when Edmund
Phelan passed away on Wednesday
evening, Nov. 29, after an illness of
only one month, "wearing the white
flower of a blameless life." Though
young in years when God called him
to his reward, he was widely known
and loved for the many excellent
qualities which made up his truly
Christian character; and it was a sad
surprise to his many friends to read
in the papers of Thanksgiving Day,
that the activities of him who had
worked so hard for everything which
his heart told him was for God and
humanity, were stilled forever.
Born in Waterford, Ireland, thirty-one years ago, Edmund Phelan
learned in the schools of the Christian Brothers in that city, those
duties to God and to his fellow man
which later he exemplified so admirably in a pure and upright life. Denied many advantages bestowed on
favorites of fortune, he nevertheless
succeeded in developing his mind
and character to a high degree of
usefulness both to himself and
others; and among men whose intellectual training was far superior
to his own, his opinions were always
accorded the respect they merited.
He came to this country when a boy
with his parents, and had since resided with them in Boston, where he
worked in the newspaper trade as a
mailer. In this capacity he earned
the respect of his employersby the

The sympathy of all goes out to
his family, bereft after so brief an
illness of such a loving and devoted
son and brother.
His funeral took place from St. Patrick's Church, Roxbury, on last Sunday afternoon, and was one of the
largest ever held in that section.
Large delegations from the several
societies were in the line of march.
A touching eulogy was pronounced
by the Rev. .Tames A. Walsh,who attended the deceased in his last illness. The interment was at Calvary
cemetery. May his soul rest in
peace.
D. A. McCarthy.
TEMPERANCE

"I'm Ashamed
To go anywhere with my face in this
condition," is the expression of a very
natural feeling. To a. beautiful woman
an eruption on the face is the greatest of
calamities, her very beauty seeming to
increase the disfigurement.
Ninetyeight times in every hundred, eruptions
are cured by Dr. Pierces Golden Medical
Discovery, and the skin recovers its
maiden bloom and softness. "Golden
Medical Discovery is a medicine which
acts directly on the blood, purifying it,
increasing its quantity and its richness. Eruptions, blotches, pimples, etc.,
are but surface signs of the corrupt
blood current underneath. "Discovery"
cleanses the blood, and so cleanses
the skin.
about one year and a half ray face waa
" Forbadly
broken out," writes Miss Carri«
very
Adams, of 116 West Main St.. Battlecreek, Mich.
great
a
deal of money with doctors and
"forI spent
different kinds of medicine, but received no
benefit. At last I read one of your advertisements, and obtained a bottle of Dr. Pierce'a
Golden Medical Discovery. Before I had taken
one bottle of this medicine I noticed a change,
entirely

NOTES.

On Thanksgiving afternoon a
party was held in Paul Revere Hall
under the auspices of the St. James'
Young Men's C. T. A. Society.

St. Patrick's C. T. A. andL. Sociof St. Patrick's parish, Roxbury,
has now a very nicely appointed
Rhetorical patriotism he detested; suite of rooms in Rich's Hall, Hampbut anything that really tended to den street. Many attractive features
benefit Ireland, or her people, at have been introduced.
home or abroad, received his hearty
Undek the auspices of the Father
support. He was a member for
Mathew
T. A.and L. Society of St.
A.().
H., being
many years of the
Francis
dc
Sales parish,Charlestown,
at the time of his death financial
a
was
comedy
given in the parochial
secretary of Div. 27, and he was the
on
school
theevening of Thankshall,
organizer in this city of the Irish
giving
Day.
National Foresters.
The Hibernian Total Abstinence
But many as were the causes that
claimed his adherence, in none did Association was represented at the
he see such possibility for good as in funeral of Edmund Phelan by
hostility to drunkenness, and the Maurice Dinneen, president, as palldrinking customs that lead thereto ; bearer, D. A. McCarthy, vice-presiand so to the furtherance of temper- dent, honorary pall-bearer; M. P.
McGarry, Denis
ance he gave his most earnest O'Connor, T. J.
Thomas Kelly, and William
Higgins,
thought, word and act. He was O'Connor.
especially convinced of the harm
done to the Irish race here, and, hu"A SUBURBAN KNIGHT" AGAIN.
manly speaking, to the Catholic
Salem, Mass., Dec. 2, 1X91).
Church also, by the drinking cus- Editor Review :
toms of our people; and, as far as
Will you allow me to state in your
lay in his power he sought to remedy paper that " Catholicus " is entirely misviews concerning the K. of
this condition of things. His atti- taken in his says
C. when he
that " a good time rather
question
naturally
tude on this
met
than the good of the Church or their own
with much adverse criticism, but it spiritual condition animates them." It Is
could not weaken his resolve to evident "Catholicus" is "an outsider,"
drive from the Irish American so- or he never would have said the K. of C.
cieties where it was entrenched, a is aping " Freemasons." Hoping " Catholicus" will try to learn a little something
custom that was making drunkards about the K. of
C, I will finish with him
of many who, otherwise, would lead by saying the K. of C. has done more inlives creditable alike to race and directly in the cause of temperance than
faith. St. Patrick's T. A. Society a good many so-called temperance soof Roxbury, and the Hibernian T. cieties.
I will now take up "Hibernian" and
A. Association were both organized say that even if the majority of the memmainly through his efforts. The bers of an organization are so inclined, it
latter organization was especially is not right they should have beer socials
intended as a means to do away at, or after, their meetings, as members
hurry the business in order to
with the drinking that was and is are apt to
enjoy the pleasure : and I would say,
an unfortunate feature in some further, that a sober Catholic is an edifyorders professedly fraternal. He was ing sight, while an intemperate one is
a well known figure at temperance just the contrary. Therefore, any man,
meetings and conventions of the young or old, who has the courage (and
takes courage among a certain clasi-)
C. T.A.U. of the Boston archdiocese it denounce
the use or abuse of drink at
to
as well as of the National C. T. A. society meetings is doing a noble work
V., and he was at one time county among a people who, were it not for the
drinking habit, would be today not the tools
director of Suffolk County.
In everything relating to the wel- of the parasites who fasten themselves
on their good nature and honest hearts,
fare of the Church he was deeply but
instead would be fllliDg positions of
interested, and many able letters trust and honor. You can put down alhave appeared in the Catholic press most every national calamity that befel
over his name. One of the last this people, from the massacre of Mullaghmast to the negative results of the
acts of his life was to contribute a battle
of Koss, more or less to their fondletter on Catholic unity to the ness for a '\u25a0'good time." Hoping "Hibernlan" will not be so hard on those
Sai ked Hkakt Review, to which young "cranks" (because it will look
suspicious if he does), I will close by sayhe was for years a subscriber.

December 9, 1899.

"

ety

and after taking three bottles I was
cured."

Dr. Pierces Pleasant Pellets keep the
bowels in healthy condition.

ing that if it were not for the indulgent
use of intoxicating drinks not the AngloSaxon but the Celt would be today the
master.
A BUBUBBftX Knight.

Colleges and Academies.

Academy of the Assumption,
Wellesley Hills, Mass.

Academy, situated in the suburbs of
THIS
Boston, is only a few miles from the city.

It Is on the line of the Boston and Albany

Railroad. The location Is one of the most
healthful and picturesque In New England.
The grounds are extensive, affording ample
advantage for out-door exercise. The curriculum of studies is thorough and comprehensive, embracing all the branches necessary for a refined education. For particulars
as to terms for boarders or day pupilsapply
to
Sister Superior.
Attached to the Academy is a preparatory
school for boys between the ages of 5 and 14.
The object of this school is to give such a gen.
eral education as witl fit pupils to enter col-

?

lege.

Villanova College,
Delaware County, Perm.
by the Augustinian Fathers.
Location delightful. Courses thorough.
Terms moderate. Athletics of all kinds are
encouraged. Send for prospectus.
Rev. L. A. Delurey, O. S. A., President.

CONDUCTED

Mt. St. Mary's Academy,
Manchester, N. H.

DOARDINU SCHOOL for young ladies
*\u25a0*
Please send for catalogue to
The Mother Superior.

OP NOTRE DAME,
THE UNIVERSITY
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.
Classics,

Letters,

Economics and Mi.s-

tory, Journalism, Art, Science, Pharmacy,

mechanical and Electrical Engineering, Architecture.
Thorough Preparatory and Commercial
Courses. Ecclesiastical students at special

Law, Civil,

rates.

Rooms Free. Junior or Senior Year,
Collegiate Courses. Rooms to Rent, moderate charge.
St. Edward's hall, for boys under 13.
The 56th Year will open September sth,
1899. Catalogues Free. Address
REV. A. MORRISSEY.C.S.C, President.

College,
Mt. St. Mary's
Emmlttsburg, Md.
by an Association of Secular
CONDUCTED
Clergyman, under the auspices of Ilia
Eminence, the Cardinal Archbishop of Baltlmore. Classical, Scientific and Commercial
Courses. Terms: $300 In Senior, and *iSO in
Small Boys' Department. Address
Rev. William L. O'Hara. President.

Notre Dame Academy,

'

LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS.
Preparatory and advanced courses.
For circular address

THE SUPERIOR.

13 December
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urIish etter.
Among the Irish people and their

descendants there are found many
earnest men and women who devote
themselves to the advocacy of tem-

perance and total abstinence. But
it must not be concluded from this
that the Irish exceed other races in
their drunkenness, and that they are
more in need of temperance lecturers than any other people. As a
matter of fact, the Irish, in comparison with, say the English and
Scotch, are temperate, as proved by
statistics, in the. drinking of liquor.
The people of Great Britain, south
or north of the Tweed, are more
hypocritical in their cups than are
their neighbors across the channel;
and, while the Irishman widely advertises the fact that he is drunk,
Sandy and John take pains to conceal their indulgence. This difference also shows itself among the
descendants of those people in other
countries.
English literature, dealing with
Ireland or her sons, is very misleading on this subject, and it seems
to be impossible for some English
writers to portray any but drunken
Irish characters. The same may
be said of many American writers

also. One would think from reading their books that sobriety among
the Irish was an unknown virtue,
whereas, really, among no other

people is there such thought given
to temperance.

THE SACKED HEART REVIEW.

!», I *;»!».

We should not for-

" apostle of temperance " was an Irishman.
An instance of the erroneous notions current on this subject is given
by the Weekly Freeman, which
get that the

says:?
"An officer writing in Today is not
particularly happy in his instances
illustrating the intrepidity of the
Irish soldier. Here is a characteristic sample, which, if true, is not
too flattering to the men whose gallantry the writer has started out to

praise. 'The'enemy,' he says, 'held
a particularly strong position on the
side of a precipitous hill, densely
covered in thick jungle. In the
camp behind, six miles away, lay an
Irish regiment. The general, after
examining the position critically
through his field-glasses, lowered
them, and said with a sigh, "They
have a devilish strong position, but
if I could only get half a dozen barrels of beer on top of that hill and
Fusiliers ( mentioning
let the
the regiment) loose, they would
take that hill in five minutes."'
That is a peculiarly English compliment to the unfortunate

Irishmen

who have taken the Queen's shilling. Beer, according to this lefthanded eulogist, is the summum
bonum of the Blank Fusiliers, who
can scarcely be congratulated on
the opinion entertained for them by
their superiors. Their worst enemies could hardly give them a more
unenviable character than that they
were merebeer-swilling brutes, who
would go through fire and water for
a half-dozen barrels of beer. They
may well ask to be spared further
appreciation of their courage from a

similar source."
To a sensitive mind this constant
misapprehension of the Irish character, this persistent assumption that

the Irish are essentially drunkards,
this ever-recurring statement that
drink is necessary to them on all
occasions, is very annoying ; and it
requires a long time to grow accustomed to it, so that the matter may
be argued out calmly. The Irish
have faults, and too great a number
of them have a fondness for liquor

-

McCarthy.

JO
uAsmtong urselves.
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sr Aunt Bride.

Books and pictures are old standbys for holiday gifts, and rightly
chosen, there are no more acceptable
presents. For children they have
everything to commend them, and, to
Aunt Bride's mind, the young folks

be given too many of them,
that is, if they are the right sort.
Few of us realize the influence upon
a child of a really fine picture or
book. This year there is a larger
assortment than ever of really good
pictures, and the best things in
books, and they're the one thing
which doesn't seem to havegone up
in price. One may have copies of
the finest work of the greatest artists
from one cent up, so that nobody,
nowadays, need be unfamiliar with
the world's great pictures. One may
have a copy of the Madonna of the
jan't

Chair or a St. Anthony or a Baby
Stuart in a good clear woodcut or
half-tone on a gray mat behind a
glass and bound with gray paper,for
ten cents. These pictures are good
enough to hang on anyone's walls,
and as decorations of a child's own
particular room, they are sure to
be an inspiration to noble thoughts
and deeds. For fifty cents one may
have larger and better copies mounted
in the same fashion, which is a very
popular one just now. With narrow
black or green frames, which are always in good taste, whatever the
styles, one may have one's favorites
in a good size for a dollar.
When choosing pictures, especially
for a child, one should be careful to
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cook or housewife can make
Spanish cream, charlottes,
jellies,
and
other
desserts as delicious as those
many
sherbets
that are served anywhere. Keystone Silver White Gelatine
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appeal to young and old alike. Another children's picture is Millet's
"Hungry Trio," showing three dear
little children sitting on a doorstep, their mother patiently feeding
them with a huge wooden spoon.
They look for all the world like
hungry little robbins in a nest.
Millet's strong peasant pictures are
worth having, not the lonely, despairing "Man with the Hoe," but the
love-lightened " Angelus " or "The
Gleaners." Then there is a famous
St. Anthony bending over the crib
which is very lovely and very popular just now, and there is St. Ursula
and her maidens, and St. Cecilia.
Velasquez painted some charming
princesses and a Prince Carlos on
horseback which any small boy will
be delighted to have for his very
own. Any of these pictures may be
had in very cheap or very expensive copies at any of the large picture places or in the picture sections
of the big department stores.
Another way of familiarizing a
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that is reprehensible, but they are
not such drink-loving creatures as
they are made out to be, by writers
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child with good pictures, and at the
same time giving him a Christmas
present which will be a joy for a
long time, is to give him a scrapbook and a collection of blue prints.
These blue prints cost only ten cents
a dozen,and one may get a great variety of copies of the most famous

paintings in French and Italian and
English galleries. If one prefers to
give photographs instead of blue
prints,so much the better, though, to
be sure,the photographs,cabinet size,
cost #1.50 a dozen. There are several large places in Boston which
deal altogether in these photographs
of famous pictures. They publish
a catalogue in two or three volumes. One may have carbon prints
which are very soft and pleasing in
effect for very little more than the
cost of photographs, and there are
some pretty warm brown effects
which are much liked for framed
pictures, and which are not expensive.
As for the books, it seems that will
have to be another story.
Aunt Bride.

select the really good things, the Jokdan. Maksh i Co.
Jordan Maksh & Co.
pictures in which dignity and sweetness and nobleness and strength are
suggested. The silly, simpering faces
of dancing girls, and the frivolous
little domestic things showing cats
and dogs getting into more or less
mischief, become a bit wearisome in
time, while copies of really great Collected aud arranged by Mr. Richard Naoi.k, with an introduction by Mrs
This beautiful book of 731i pages, handsomely printed on
pictures grow on one day by day. Elizabeth Bi.akk.
heavy paper with many steel engravings and portraits, contains all the Irish
are
always
The Raphael Madonnas
classic gems from the pens of iloore, Mangan, Qerald Griffin, Samuel Lover,
a source of wonder and admiration Edmund Burke, "Irs. Hall, Dean Swift, Goldsmith, J. J. Callanan, and nlhwii
even to small children whom one
100 AUTHORS IN ALL WITH BIOGRAPHIES.
hardly expects to feel them at all.
Handsomely bound in cloth, gold stamping, full gold edges; never sold before
The two cherubs at the foot of the except by agents at *<> per copy. We are closing them out at only
picture of the Sistine Madonna are
very often made a separate picture,
and the least art-loving child may be
trusted to love the sweet, happy
A BEAUTIFUL GIFT BOOK.
faces. Some of Murillo's Madonnas,
This Book weighs 7 lbs. Postage, Me. Express dieaperin most cases.
and Corregio's are worth having, so jit3j"We have a few of above in Half Morocco, at ;?1..">0.
A Full Line of Catholic Prayer Books and Rosaries at Lowest Prices in Boston.
is Titian's Mona Lisa. Van Dyck's
Baby Stuart and the groups of King
Charles's three children are apt to

Poets and Poetry
of Ireland.
$1.25.

JordaaMarsh & Co.
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Written for the Review.
VALE ET SALVE.
BY MARY M. C. BONNER.

Vale! we part to meet no more
On the ocean ol Life's today;
Away I sail to a fairer shore,
Midst the outstretched cliffsof forevcruiore,
In the clime of eternal May.
Salve! when some kind morrow's light,
Silvers the crested foam,
Where rides your bark in its gleaming
white,
From the shades of death and the shoals of
night,
To the haven of home, sweet home.

Written for the Review.
THE PEARL OF THE OAKS.
BY

MARY ROWENA

COTTER.

[Copyright: Mary R. Cotter, 1899.]

[ Continued.1
Nearly three weeks had passed and the
wandering band were preparing to take
their departure. They had been visited
daily by the people from the country for
miles around, not a few of the visitors
coming expressly to see the strange child,
about whom there was much comment.
Many of them, however, were disappointed, for Melissa waskept out of sight
most of the time; but this made them all
the more interested and eager to see her.
During a conversation on the all-absorbing subject, Mrs. Levimore told her neighbor that were it not for her own four
girls she would adopt the little stranger.
She felt almost inclined as it was to take
her and send her to a young ladits' seminary to be educated.
She is a beautiful child, who will
make a still more lovely woman, and it
seems unjust to leave her in the care of
those vulgar people."
"Do you think they would be willing
to give her up ? "
" Money can do wonders with such as
they; and if, as we believe, she is not one
of their own children I dare say they
might easily part with her."
"Very true; it is strange I had not
thought of that before."
Mrs. Levimore was right; for the child
who, through no fault of any member of
the gypsy band, hadbeen strangely thrown
into their company, had of late been the
source of much anxiety to them; for her
appearance told too plainly that she was
a stranger among them. Her winning
ways had won their love and some were
loth to part with her, and it was on this
account they tried to keep her hidden
from strangers. Others, however, were
not unwilling to let the little stranger go;
but as these people possessed one trait
common to human nature, whether of
high or low degree, namely, a great love
of money, they would not part with her
without a price.
Mrs. Tone surprised her husband by
rising much earlier than usual the next
morning and telling him she was going
for a stroll. He neither asked her where
she was going nor gave the matter another
thought until about two hours later, when
she, with a smiling face, which told plainly
that she had some favor to ask, suddenly
broke upon his solitude in the library and
seated herself by his side.
" Well, what is it, Bessie? " as he closed
his book.
I have been thinking how much
brighter our home would be if there were
a child here."
He looked at her in amazement and
answered, I have often thought so, too,
Bessie, but we have been denied that one
blessing which even the poorest enjoy."
"Very true; but can we not adopt a
little girl?"
"I suppose so, if you wish; but I
thought you objected to taking one with
whose parents you were unacquainted."
"So I did, and It still seems rather
risky; but I am deeply interested in the
little girl at the gypsy camp and would
like to adopt her."
Had his proud wife informed him that
she wished to send the child of one of
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their slaves to a fashionable boardingschool he could not have been much more
surprised. As soon as he could speak he
asked, " Bessie, do you really mean it? "
" Mean it? yes; she is a beautiful child,
and though I know nothing of her parents
I believe that she belongs to a good family."
Why do you think so? "
" I am firmly convinced that such a
fair creature can not be the offspring of
gypsies."
"But what proof have you that she is
not some low-born child?"
" I agree with many who have seen her
in believing that the child was stolen from
some wealthy family, for gypsies do not
generally take poor children."
" In such a case they probably expected
a reward for returning her to her parents,
and it is strange she was not redeemed."
"Very true," she answered reflectively,
for, strange to say, this had not occurred
to her before, but she gaveit little thought.
For Mrs. Levimore to suggest adopting
the child was enough, and, furthermore,
Bessie being of a rather romantic temperament, had formed some wonderful ideas
concerning her parents, and she believed
that she could bring up the little one to
be a brilliant lady according to her own
heart.
Silence reigned for a few minutes, for
Frank would not admit the strange interest which he, too, had felt in the little
girl since he had first seen her. Something in those bright blue eyes had reminded him of Marie, and without daring
to put his desires into words he had
wished to do what his wife had suggested.
It was he who broke the spell by saying
Bessie, do you really wish to bring that
strange child into our home? Have you
considered what you are contemplating? "
" Yes, I really wish it, and intend to do
it if you do not object."
As she seldom consulted his wishes he
was a little surprised by her asking if he
objected; but before he had time to answer she told him of her visit to the
camp that morning, and how the leader
of the troop had offered to leave the child
with her on consideration of the payment
of three hundred dollars. The woman
who claimed to be Melissa's mother had
offered a slight protestation which she
plainly saw was affected; and as the
woman soon relented, her dark eyes
fairly sparkling at the mention of the
money, she was more fully convinced
that the child was nothing to her.
" When do the gypsies take their departure? " asked Frank.
They are beginning to pack, and will
probably be gone early in the morning."
There is but little time to consider
the matter, but, as you say, the presence
of a child would brighten our home, and
if you wish to take the little waif I will
go down myself at once and make arrangements."
"No need of it, for Ihave already made
nearly all the necessary arrangements; so
wait until afternoon and we will go down
together and bring her home."
She left him, and why was it that his
heart beat freer that it had for many a
long month, or I might say for years?
The patter of little footsteps in the hall
already resounded once more in his ears,
and he almost imagined that he had heard
her sweet young voice singing for
him as he had heard her sing that
day in the woods. He took from his
safe a roll of bills, and counting out
three hundred dollars, put it In his
pocket to pay for his prize. He shrank a
little from the sight of the money, for it
seemed too much like buying a slave; but
it was only the price to be paid for the j
ransom of a child for whom some poor
mother had perhaps shed many bitter
tears. For the sake of that mother,
whomsoever she might be, he would have
the little stranger brought up as tenderly
as his own Marie would have been.
Late that night, when little Melissa had !
fallen into a sound slumber in the pleasant j
little room which had been temporarily
assigned her, one of the servants an-
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nounced to Mrs. Tone that there was an
old woman down stairs who wished to
see her. "Who can it be, and what can
be her business here at this hour? " asked
her mistress, glancing at the clock, whose
hands pointed to half-past ten, but the
negro could not tell.
Seated in one of the best chairs in the
reception-hall Bessie found her guest,
and she started back in fright as she beheld her. She was a haggish old creature
dressed in a ragged dress of plain, dark
wool, with a faded plaid shawl around
her. A withered face, made the more
hideous by a pair of piercing jetty black
eyes, and a solitary tooth protruding
from her upper jaw, peered from beneath
the folds of a bright cotton handkerchief.
A bundle tied up in another handkerchief
lay in her lap. In a broken foreign accent
she told the object of her errand, which
was to speak of Melissa.
Hoping to learn the secret of her par"
entage Mrs. Tone sat down beside the old
hag, who proceeded to open the bundle,
informing her as she did so that she was
incurring no light risk in coming here.
" Tell me," said Bessie, impatient at her
hesitation, " is she a gypsy child; is that
woman who seemed so loath to part with
her really her mother? "
The old woman hesitated and looked
around as if fearing the presence of eavesdroppers : but she was reassured by
Bessie, who bent close to her, telling her
they were alone, so she need not be afraid
to speak.
No; she is not the child of any of our
gypsy band."
"Then who is she?"
" That I can not tell. She was left
with us four years ago, and none of us
know who she is, unless it is that man
from whom you bought her."
" Are you speaking the truth? If you
know who she is tell me and I will pay
you."
" I told you I did not know. We got
her in France, and these clothes, which
were left with her, show that she must
have been the child of wealthy parents."
" Let me see them."
Carefully, as if fearing to soil them,
she unfolded the dainty garments and
laid them on Mrs. Tone's lap. They were
made to fit a child of about four or five
years. The little dress was of the finest
swiss muslin, and the delicate under
garments were of linen, all tastefully
trimmed with dainty laces and embroidery. There was a pair of white silk
stockings and red Morocco shoes with
white silk tassels on them; but what attracted Bessie most was a chain from
which was suspended a gold medal with
the image of a womanon one side; around
her the inscription " O, Mary conceived
without sin, pray for us who have recourse to thee"; and on the other the
letter M, surmounted by a cross with two
hearts beneath and a circle of twelve
diamonds around It. On looking more
closely she saw below the hearts the tiny
initials I. S.
"Is not this a Catholic thing?" she
asked, holding it up.
"Yes, but this child is not a Catholic."
" How strange that this should be
among her things; but may I have them
all?"
"Yes, keep them for her, and perhaps
they may help her to Had her parents."
Then you can tell me nothing more."
"Nothing; I have told you all I know,
and I must be going or I will be missed."
" Do you think that man would tell me
any more? "
M He might if you pay him well; but I
can not say."
The old woman was gone and Mrs.
Tone examined each dainty garment in
hopes of finding some clue, but aside
from their delicate texture and the fine
needlework, she found none. She spent
a sleepless night thinking of her little
charge, who had now grown doubly interesting to her, and early in the morning she started, purse In hand, for the
camp to buy the secret which she was
certain one man possessed; but she was
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Rheumatism Cured by a Simple Remedy
that you may Try without spending a cent ?Cured many
cases of 30 and 40 years
standing.

JOHN' A. SMITH.

If you haverheumatism, write to me and 1
will send you fiee ol cost a trial packßge of
a harmless remedy, which cured nic anil
thousands of others, anions; them cases of
over 50 years standing. It is a grand remedy,
nid in order thai every sufferingreader may
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of rheumatism, among them some which delied Hospital, Drills, Electricity mil medical
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Ind., it cured a lady who then cured 15 of her
neighbors. In Prosser, "Neb., it cured Mrs. C.
Morritz, who hud been ulllieted for 53 ears.
In Fountain City, Wis., it oared Hon. Jacob
Sexauer after suffering for 83 years, notwith-
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At 13(1 Oak street, Vlneennes, Ind., this rem-

rescued Miss Emma Cullender from »
case of ri.eumatism which her physicians
considered fatal. Ilev. C. -und of Harris,
ville, Wis., testiltes that this rem dy cured
two members of his co g egatlon, one who
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completely cured. Write at once for a free
trial package and other information, for it. is
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Milwaukee, Wis.
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too late, for the wandering band had left
for parts unknown and they were never
heard from again.
(7b be continued.)
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My New Curate.
A Story: Gathered from the Stray Leaves
of an 1)1,1 Diary by the Rev. P. A. Sheehan,
I\ P, Donerailc (Diocese of Cloyne). Au.
thor.f "Geoffrey Austin: Student,' "The
Triumph of Failure," etc. With numerous
illustrations

12mo.

Cloth, gilt top,
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$1.50

The Secret of Fougereuse.
A Romance of the XVth Century.

From the French, by Louise Imogen liuiuoy.
With illustrations by Chase Emerson and

Louis Meynell.
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author of
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" Clerical Thoughts,"

Daily Thoughts for Priests.
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Medical
FEW HELPFUL HINTS.

A

HELPS TO GOOD HOUSEKEEPING.

tired, hungry
Hang up a pincushion in the
eating.
or immediately after
This kitchen.
especially applies to the tub bath.
Apply a drop of oil to the door
Beauty is not skin deep. It is hinges to keep them from creaking.
A cork soaked in oil makes a good
blood deep, for beauty is built on
health, and health on purity of substitute for a glass stopper.
Flowerpot stains may be removed
blood.
from window-sills with tine woodThe brain worker needs compar- ashes.
atively little of carbohydrates
Try a little baking-soda and hot
that is, starches and fats; much
water when cleaning kitchen utenless, indeed, than one employed at sils.
manual labor requires.
Rub ivory knife-handles that have
One should exercise daily. A become yellow with age or use with
little time devoted to exercise every number 00 sandpaper or fine emery.
day is better than a little more time
Green blinds that have become
every other day. It is the steady faded may be renewed by rubbing
dropping of the water that wears them with a rag saturated with linaway the stone.
seed oil.
The most effectual remedy for
Breathing through the nostrils
and greasy drain-pipes is copslimy
with the mouth closed is the proper
dissolved and left to work
peras
and only way to breathe. It is
gradually
through the pipes.
right because it is the primary function of the nostrils. If all persons Refrigerators should be thoroughly
breathed through the nostrils nasal cleaned once a week, everything removed, shelves and racks washed in
catarrh would become unknown.
warm soda water, wiped dry, and
It is quite natural to blush. It
then sunned, if possible.
is not to be wondered at that the
Kitchen tables may be made
more you endeavor to control your"white as snow" if washed with soap
self in that direction the more you and wood-ashes. Floors look best
blush, as it then becomes a nervous scrubbed with cold water, soap, and
action. Keep your thoughts from
wood-ashes.
it and you will be able to control it.
Knives should never be dipped in
Strengthening the lungs, espechot water, as it loosens the handles.
ially the apexes, may be done by The blades may be placed upright
Do not bathe when

?

blowing through a small pipestem in the water in a mug, by which
or tube that will allow the breath to plan the handles will be kept dry.
To sweeten a musty cask throw
pass out slowly. First fill the lungs
with good air, then blow with steady in burning coals, and then cold
force vigorously but not violently. water. Some housekeepers wash
A few times daily will be sufficient. casks with lime and water, mixed

Avoid a draught when very warm.
It may indeed be comfortable, but
that comfort will be short-lived. It
must be understood that a breeze or
moving air is not necessarily a
draught. The precaution is given
for the purpose of a too-sudden
chi eking of perspiration. " Cool
off gradually" is a very common
saying. It would be better to say,
" Cool not at all, but get less warm."
The cooling-point is the dangerpoint.
I have never seen any vegetarians, although I have heard of
them, and have talked with many
who thought that they were vegetarians. A vegetarian is one who
subsists wholly on vegetable diet,
but the so-called vegetarian eats
eggs, cheese, butter, and drinks
milk all of which are of animal
origin. Sir Henry Thompson makes
the statement that ro form of vegetable nourishment has been discovered upon which it is possible to
rear the young mammal, in which
man is included. Why should an
animal that is born of carnivorous parents, solely dependent for
its existence upon animal food
(milk), expect to discontinue all
animal products and thrive entirely
upon vegetable diet? Exclusive
adherence to either a purely vegetable or animal diet is not conducive
to health nor to physical activity.
Jjiulies Home Journal.

nearly to the consistency of paint;
this remains until nearly dry, when
it is washed well with water.
Add to the covered brick used as
a door stop a strip of the covering
sewed strongly to the sides and
raised justenough to admit the foot,
then lift it with the toes and save
stooping.
To purify the air of the cellar and
destroy parasitical growth, place
some roll brimstone in a pan, set
fire to it, close the doors and windows as tightly as possible for two
or three hours ; repeat every three
months.
Ma m on.
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Prefecture Apostolic of Upper Niger sections, so often devastated by cruel
conquerors, we saw a fierce and tenacious
Continued from page 11.
people that, in struggling against an
a» adult heroically throwing his fetiches
into the (ire; and what is more, setting
saide the other idols much more difficult
to part with, the numerous women
whom he has kept for a long time and
by whom he has had a number of

children.

Touching Deeds and Triumph of Grace.?
The Tribe of Igueres.

enemy for its liberty, had taken refuge
on the high tablelands, of steep access,
where the cavalry of the Nupes could
not venture, and where the foot-soldiers
themselves could hardly travel. The
long walls still standing show the immense proportions of their cities. At
present, security is assured, and mainslaves, liberated or redeemed, have returned to build their homes on the same

The catechumen whose history I related last year at this time, and who
owes his conversion to the intercession
of his child that died immediately after heights from which they were torn in
baptism, has experienced all the trials youth. We ourselves felt a deep symwhich we foretold for him; he has pathy for these people, as brave as they
broken all the bonds that kept him de- were unfortunate, who to preserve their
prived of baptism, and has given us liberty clung to their mountains for a
once more the striking spectacle of a half century.
In the first station established near
poor pagan, ignorant of worldly science
the river to serve as a basis for those to
but deeply versed in eternal wisdom.
The same scene has been lately re- be founded later in the interior, our
peated in our station of Issele. A chief realizations are beyond all expectation.
who, by his upright conduct, has won The small temporarychapel is not nearly
the confidence and respect of those large enough to hold the crowds that
around him, has been touched by grace come regularly every Sunday. Father
and, without regard for human respect, Dartois, who is at the head of this post,
has commenced to walk the road to the is always insisting upon constructing a
less unworthy house of Cod. A newchapel.
Now, the faithful catechumen has church is really necessary; but we need
courageously given up his younger so much for which we must patiently
wives to live with his first wife, the wait till Providence sends us aid.
As for myself, after having seen these
oldest, who, with him, is preparing to
of an immense tribe, after
remnants
fold
Christ;
enter the
of
their sanctified
having scaled the steep ascents several
union will be the source of most abundant blessings. Thus God knows how times to find a population sometimes
to draw His elect from the midst of these numbering more than a thousand souls,
shaken hands with these
peoples banned by the heaviest maledic- after having
brave people, my only desire is to see
tion.
a modest chapel dedicated to the Blessed
The station of Agenobede, among the Virgin rise on the summits, as if guardIgueres, established only at the end of ing this branch of the great family also
by her Divine Son. That,
last year, promises the best hopes. The redeemed
however, is an impossibility.
interest which this immense tribe of
I ask myself why Cod has inflicted
Igueres awakens is as great as the ter- this cruel deception on me showing
speak, this promised land
rible trials to which they have been sub- me, so to
without making its conversion possible.
jected for a long time and from which I acknowledge myself in
fault by speakthey are about to be delivered.
ing so my fauit is the greater, as I
For more than half a century, their should have confidence in Him Who
territory has been the bloody theatre of sends us here to do His work ; and still
greater, since Providence hastened to
slave hunts. At fixed times, Moham- answer my prayer of last year for the
medan hordes descend from the North, work of the catechists.
sack and burn villages, take women and
We, therefore, confide to Providence
children captive, and retrace their way the foundation of a missionary post in
the heart of the Iguere tribe, interesting
triumphant to their capital. These hor- in
proportion to their sufferings. The
rors only ceased when the troops of the amount required is enormouson account
Royal Niger Company made a brave at- of the difficulties of transportation. It
tack on Bida, thecapital of Nupes, where would not be wise to begin without
the leaders of these hunters of human having $2,400 to $2,000 for this purpose
exclusively. The missionaries only await
flesh wereintrenched.
this extraordinary subsidy to sacrifice
The first time we travelled over these their health and their lives.
?
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Up to 1872, Nova Zembla was No Man's
Land, or was only the land of the bear,

V.? Do you think Ike ever lies about
reindeer and walrus, says a writer in the the fish he catches?
Windsor Magazine, and an occasional
C. - No, I don't; but I think he lies
band of extra bold Walgatz or Harberona about the fish he doesn't catch.
Samoyads, who visited its shore to hunt,
or, rarer still, a scientific expedition. But
" Tins ham " it was the star boarder
in 1873 it was taken by Russia and placed who spoke, and his words were listened
under the humane society, which built to with breathless interest ?"This ham
three huts at a cost of £400, and put six- must have been cured by Christian scimonths' food there, in case of require- ence."
ment by the Russian or Norwegian walrus
Teacher.? What happens when a
hunters, who annually visited its shores, man's temperature goes down as far as
and who might be, as they often are, it can
go?
shipwrecked and bound towinterin this
Smart Scholar. He has cold feet,
desolate land, where it is perpetual dark- ma'am.
ness from Nov. 13 to Feb. 1, and perSchool Examiner.? What is the
petual day from May 26 to July 18, when
the sun never sinks. Its climate is one meaning of false doctrine?
Schoolboy.? Please sir, it's when the
long winter, and some of the bays and
inlets never thaw, and on the land lies doctor gives the wrong stuff to the peo(in spite of its southerly degree) eternal ple who are sick.

;

its summer temperature is one
degree to three degrees R., and its winter
temperature 60 degrees R., and in
autumn rain deluges every valley and
floods are the order of the day.
snow

But in November, 1892, Nova Zembla
was put under official Russian rule
that is, under the protectorate of the
?

government of Archangel, and at first all
expenses were paid by the state. Now
it pays itself well, for on that datethe

shipped three families of
Samoyads from the Petchora to Nova
Zembla, numbering eighty-eight souls;
in 1898 there were 120, one Russian
priest and an unqualified peasant doctor
(called a felcher). There are now two
settlements, the largest Karmenkula,
consisting of three big wooden houses, a
church, a wooden parsonage, a store, a
bath, and six to twelve chooms, or native
skin wigwam-like huts. The other settlement, purely a native one, consists of
chooms only, eight in number. It is a
few miles from the entrance of the
Matostchin Shar, that curious natural
canal or strait dividing the island into
two great halves.
Now a vessel visits thisisland twice a
year?in July and September and
stays a day or two at each settlement.
Barring that, and between those times,
there is no communication whatever
with the mainland, for no one is allowed
to land without a special permit. This
is to discourage what used to happen in
the old days when a foreign fishing-boat
would land, and, after dosing the
Samoyads with brandy, would induce
them to part with all their year's catch
for a few more bottles of " vodka " to
continue their " bust " on ; so now the
governor, when he can not go himself,
sends his secretary every year to negotigovernment

?
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Monsieur Calino can never remember anything, nor keep anything to
himself. He is aware of his vice of inattention. " Things that I hear go in at
one ear and out at the other," he says.
" No," a friend puts in, " they go in
at one ear and go out at your mouth !"

"How are you getting on with your
automobile? "
Father. Why, when I was your age,
"I can start it all right, but I can't
I didn't haveas much money in a month stop unless I run into something."
as you spend in a day.
Son.? Well, pa, don't scold me about
Mr. Green. Billson's boy has got to
it. Why don't you go for grandfather? be an officer in the navy.
Mrs. Green. Well, well! I s'pose
Mistress. And remember, Mary, I he'll wear epithetson his shoulders now.
never allow my girls to entertain their
beaux in the kitchen.
Johannes Gei.ert, formerly of Chicago,
New Servant. Very well, ma'am. and the sculptor of the Haymarket poWhat nights does your daughter use the liceman's monument, now resides in
parlor ?
New York. He was in his studio one

n

|lt:
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J

morning, and obey his master and mistress in all lawful commands; if he can
dress hair, sing psalms, and play at
cribbage, the more agreeable. Wages 15
guineas

a year."

There are
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"This is no idle joke,"remarked the
editor, glancing over it.
" What do you mean ? " anxiously inquired the contributor.
" Why, it has been worked nearly to
death," smiled the editor, returning it.
Swellguy.? You say you'll guarantee
this horse to trot in 2 40?

HorseDealer.? Yes, sir.
You mean a mile in 2.40?
HorseDealer.? Well, I didn't name
any distance, sir, but he'll go as far as
he can in 2.40.
Swellguy.

?

The following jingle, suggested by the
name of the new dining-hall at Harvard University, was recited impromptu
by a student at Radcliffe :?
"There was a young student at Randall
Who caused a terrible scandal:
He ate with his knife,
Which cost him his life,
For he awkwardly swallowed the handle."
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be sate lb' ulii be built
of the l> st nil i eiiviest ma' r al obtainal.li- m -mh mal'-rial
our );im|>> urn made.
Our iineof lamps ibis
y i'a ris 'arger and
more uttnictive than
eM'r.
We have pat

manufacturfl which

can not lje roun<l else\&s
cmnpri-ing
day when a man and woman called.
|
Jw%4 when;,
I'otterv, Rrnnze, Antit's,
la. i? f-f'M tlque
They were apparently a well-to-dofarmer
"rasa and Rich
I ?W'\f&s&M*'s
S,M Decorated "-art". Eifeafe
and his wife, who were making their
Quisitely
Drcorated
Wht#i'fs' Vii ul he< in endless
first tour in the world of art. The sculptor
vari-ty ;D?.l nt y sub
SWK;
?T*/
explained to them the mysteries of modshades in all shapes
r3
eling and casting. At the end the man
Examine our popular
said, " I think I understand it pretty %ik
l)lir'' 'able-, showing
P tttterns ot
"
well now, but there is still one thing
LAMPS from S3 to $6.
that puzzles me."
" What is it? " asked the artist.
" I understand how a statue is in the Mho fa*' ur«*rs o* Electric a"<l Cias Fixture
and Blue Lamps
manufacturers' Aden's
piece of marble that you buy, but howof An 'irons, Fe -!er«, Urates and Fireplace
do you cut away the stuff which is Ku n shintfs.
SALESROOMS ;
around it?"
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EvERYBonY has heard of President
Lincoln's reply, when asked the question, " How long ought a man's legs to
be? " that he had " always thought that

Co,

634-63 Washington St.,B^».
Factory, 28 to 40 Randolph St.

a man's legs ought to be long enough to
reach from his body to the ground."

Somewhat similar was the answer

given by a western farmer who went to
town one windy day in March. Seeing
several men chasing their hats along the
Benny was a new boy at school, and street at a considerable sacrifice to digas the teacher enrolled his name in her nity, he remarked:
book, she asktd, "Where do you live,
" If them fellers had the right kind of
Benny ? "
heads they wouldn't have no such
"On Blinker street," he answered.
trouble as that."
" You should say ' In Blinker street.' " Do you have the right kind of head,
That is consideredthe pro perform now." uncle? inquired a bystander.
"
ate with them.
Yes'm."
Yes."
"
"
The product of each man's hunting is " You have lately come to town, have
" Don't your hat ever blow off? "
taken to Archangel, and an account in you
not?"
"Never."
his name is kept at the bank. If he is
Well, what is the right kind ? " he
poor or unlucky, the governor helps "Yes'm."
was asked by several.
him ; if not he gets his money, and can,
Where was your home before? "
"
through the secretary, order what he
" Boonville."
" Why," rejoined the old farmer, "the
wants up to his balance, the goods being
kind of a head is one that you can
right
Where
is
Boonville?"
"
brought to him next voyage. To show
their income, for example, one the
" In the Erie Canal, ma'am," said push up into a hat fur enough to hold it
champion hunter on my visit had 700 Benny.
on tight."
rubles (£7O) as the result of his year's
work, and the least prosperous a lazy
Little Tommy.?Papa, did you ever
Here is an advertisement from an old
man had 50 kopecks (Is). Each, after see a cyclone
everything up copy of an English provincial journal:
that
Mowed
the sale of bis skins, was toldhis balance
" Wanted, for a sober family, a man
and allowed to buy. It was most inter- in the air, ?cows and horses and houses
of light weight, who fears the Lord and
esting to sit next to the secretary, good- and things,?upside down?
Papa.
natured and patient, and hear him exWell, no, Tommy, although can drive a pair of horses. He must ocplain and minister to the wants of these I've heard of it often.
casionally wait at table, join the housechildren of nature. Ounpowder, lead,
Tommy.
Well,
Little
I
think
it'd
hold prayer, look after the horses and
be
tea, sugar, flour, china cups (a great
delicacy), knives, salt, cloth, needles, rather tiresome to live so long, and never read a chapter of the Bible. He must,
dogs, snuff, tobacco, were the chief of see anything!
God willing, arise at 7 o'clock in the
the orders given.
These Samoyads struck me as finer
and more intelligent than the mainland
tribes. This is due to the healthy life
they lead, with no chance of getting
drunk for weeks when they have money,
as the mainland tribes do on every
available opportunity. As one said to
me, running his greasy fingers through
his matted hair, " Samoyad'shead thick
and dirty, but not empty ?oh, not
empty."
?
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S. and Royal Mall

Boston,

Steamers)
between

In Service

Queenstown and Liverpool,

Sailings Oct. 11, 2.30 p.m.; Oct. 25,3 p.m.; Nov.
8, 1.30p.m.; Nov. 22, 1.30 p.m.; Nov. 29, 7 a.m.
Cabin Passage at Low Rates. Second Cabin f 37.Ml
(very superior accommodations)
Return, 071.25.
Steerage Passage, 82&.&0. Passengers booked to and
from all pointsIn Great Britain and Ireland. For

Sailings, Rates, etc., apply to or address R.ICH\ Kl>s, >i | i.i.s & CO., General Agents, 103
State Stre**t, Boston, or Local Agents in all
cities and towns in New England.

Christmas Drafts
PAYABLE IN

IRELAND, ENGLAND & SCOTLAND
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For gale by

FLYNN & MAHONY,
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